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Ramadas Menon 

arnatic and Hindustani music are forms of Indian
music which have been practised in the areas to
the south and north of the Vindhyas respectively

for the last six centuries or so. This definition is admit-
tedly not very illuminating - Alice in Wonderland must
have felt similarly enlightened when she was told that a
mock turtle is something with which you make mock
turtle soup.

Having said that, let us get down to brass tacks. I am
sure that the terms raga and tala are understood by all,
and will not therefore insult your intelligence by attempt-
ing to define these. 

Carnatic music is formal, more structured and there-
fore more rigorous in its methods than Hindustani
music. It has a well-defined grammar, and a veritable
treasure house of kritis (musical compositions) to serve
as a reference should some dispute arise regarding the
usage of a particular prayoga (musical phrase) in any
raga. Practitioners are expected to play by the rules
whether they are acolytes or veterans. Those who vio-
late the grammar find themselves dubbed as gadflies
and mavericks. And rightly so.

The bulk of Carnatic music as we know it today com-
prises the oeuvres of the venerable Trinity namely
Tyagaraja, Muthuswamy Dikshitar and Syama Sastry.
The members of the Trinity were contemporaries, and
lived in the Tiruvarur area of Tamil Nadu from the mid
18th to the mid 19th centuries. The swaroopa (form or
structure) and bhava (defining characteristics) of almost
any raga that is heard today is due substantially to the
seminal works of these great saints. For them, music
was a way of attaining Godhead, and not a source of
livelihood. Their kritis are a combination of bhakti (devo-
tion), jnana (knowledge) and an unmatched felicity of
musical expression. Small wonder that their works have
survived to the present day.

The kriti still remains the chief vehicle for expressing
the beauty and structure of a raga, and has become an
indispensable part of Carnatic music.For most of us lay
listeners, no amount of ragalaapana (conveying the
bhava of a raga using the a, ta, da, ri and na syllables)
can match a well-renderedkriti. What is more, even the
basic format of a kriti comprising pallavi-anupallavi-cha-
ranam has remained unchanged to this day. The mem-
bers of the trinity also handled other variants in kriti for-

mat such as pallavi-samashti charanam, pallavi-multiple
charanam and the swarajati, but not as much as the for-
mat mentioned earlier. The kritis of Dikshitar are replete
with references to mythology, astrology and the eso-
teric science of Sri Vidya. His kritis, especially the major
ones such as Kamalambam Bhajare in Kalyani, Sri
Krishnam Bhaja Manasa in Todi or Balagopala in
Bhairavi encapsulate the raga bhava so well that they
are considered by many to be the benchmarks by which
other compositions in the same ragas are judged. His
kritis are considered as references regarding the usage
of rare prayogas. Tyagaraja’s kritis overflow with bhakti

towards Sri Rama, and are characterised by a multitude
of sangatis (lively cascades of musical variations on a
single line of the song). Syama Sastry’s outpourings of
devotion towards the Goddess Kamakshi of Kanchi are
finely chiselled masterpieces revealing his tremendous
grip over tala.

The beauty of Carnatic music is that the kritis have
been preserved almost intact from the mid 18th centu-
ry till the present time, thus validating the idea that clas-
sical music is not for an age, but for all time. People still
render Tyagaraja’s Enduko Peddala in
Sankarabharanam, Dikshitar’s Sri Krishnam Bhaja
Manasa in Todi and Syama Sastry’s Sankari Sankuru in

Of taals and taans 
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Saveri. The kritis are presented these days more or less
the same way the great saints had composed them. Of
course, there are variations and these can be attributed
to patanthara (style of singing). There have been
attempts by some celebrities in filmdom to pass off kri-
tis of the trinity in ragas other than the ones in which
they were composed. Fortunately these experiments
remain exactly what they are - experiments, nothing
more.

Hindustani music on the other hand is much more
informal and freewheeling. It would not be exaggerating
to say that anything
goes. Well, almost.
There is no fixed gram-
mar, and if a musician
attains celebrity status,
whatever he plays or
sings becomes part of
grammar. There is no
body of work which can
serve to act as a touch-
stone by means of
which others may be
tested or compared.
There is no logical clas-
sification of ragas, such
as the one developed in
Carnatic music by
Govindacharya in the
18th century. A bit diffi-
cult, this!

The greatest strength
of Hindustani music,
which has perhaps con-
tributed to its overall
popularity vis-a-vis
Carnatic music worldwide is the stress that it lays on
voice culture and melody. When one hears even an
average Hindustani musician, one cannot help noticing
his total alignment with the sruti (pitch or basic tonic
note). The tanpura and the artiste are in perfect harmo-
ny with one another, and tranquillity reigns supreme in
the concert hall. This contrasts markedly with the situa-
tion obtaining in Carnatic music. There are some senior
vidwans (maestros) who invariably deviate from the
sruti after a couple of songs into the performance; even
senior musicians of yesteryear were guilty of singing off
key. The saddest part is that no one wants to accept
this. 

Fortunately the present crop of musicians are a deter-
mined lot, and a lot of stress is now being placed on
voice culture and singing to sruti. However the Carnatic

musicians have a long way to go if they can hope to
catch up with their Hindustani brethren. One reason,
which has been advanced for the lack of sruti sense in
Carnatic music, is the excessive stress that is placed
on gamaka (oscillation of notes). This does not quite
wash, as veterans such as Madurai Mani Iyer were
always bang on target as far as sruti was concerned. He
never used to compromise on gamakas - not to my
knowledge at least. Among the present day veterans,
K. V. Narayanaswami and T. V. Sankaranarayanan are
noted for their total involvement with sruti while singing.

Carnatic music does
not have anything quite
like the taan in
Hindustani music. The
taan, which is a fast
paced torrent of musical
ideas expressed using
only the akaaram (long a
syllable, such as a in far)
is perhaps the most
important edifice on
which the entire struc-
ture of Hindustani music
rests. When taans are
properly rendered , both
the artiste and the lis-
tener are transported to
a different plane of con-
sciousness. It is well
nigh impossible to indi-
cate the thrill one expe-
riences when listening
to Bhimsen Joshi,
Pandit Jasraj, Kishori
Amonkar or Parween

Sultana unleashing their superfast taans on the audi-
ence - you just lose track of yourself and float along
with them. Perhaps the only Carnatic vocalist who could
have matched the Hindustani giants taan for taan is M.
Balamuralikrishna. I cannot think of anyone else.

However the art of kalpana swaram singing i.e.,
improvising combinations of allowable notes and phras-
es while maintaining the tala is something where
Carnatic music can justifiably hold its head high. The
equivalent in Hindustani music is sargam, which is
something that all artistes merely make a motion of
going through. The singing of intricate rhythmic patterns
using sol fa syllables is something that Hindustani musi-
cians can barely comprehend, much less execute. This
is because in a Carnatic music recital, the main artiste
keeps the tala, and the accompanists have to follow it.4
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On the other hand in a Hindustani music recital, the
tabla artiste keeps the tala, and the rest of them flow
with him.

The raga-tanam-pallavi represents the apotheosis of
Carnatic music. The raga and tanam correspond to
alaap3 with and without rhythm in Hindustani music. The
pallavi has virtually no counterpart in Hindustani music.
The word pallavi is a portmanteau -pa is derived from
padam meaning word or phrase, la from layam or
rhythm and vi from vinyasam or imagination. In other
words, pallavi is a beautiful synthesis of prosody,
rhythm and imagination.

The intricate nature of the pallavi, especially the
singing of the trikalam (singing in three speeds, each of
which is exactly double the previous one) is something
that is beyond the scope of Hindustani music. In nadai
pallavis the basic unit of tala is changed from the default
setting of chatusram i.e. four counts per beat to tisram,
khandam, misram or sankeernam that have respective-
ly three, five, seven and nine counts per beat. These are
dangerous grounds for even a seasoned Carnatic musi-
cian, and for a Hindustani musician it would be sheer
torture to even think of treading along this path. Some
Hindustani musicians aver that the dhrupad is the equiv-
alent of the pallavi in their system. However there are
not too many people around who sing dhrupads, and it
is therefore difficult to make any comment on this state-
ment.

To sum up, each of the systems has its own plus and
minus points. The average South Indian has a healthy
regard for Hindustani music, and is prepared to sit
through Hindustani recitals with not only open ears, but
also an open mind. Sadly, the average North Indian
considers Carnatic music as just a collection of songs
with a religious flavour. In order to dispel this myth, the
present day Carnatic musicians must work harder,
much harder. They must go in for voice culture in a seri-
ous way, and also look for ways and means to main-
taining their voices like they do in the West. Only then
can Carnatic music take its rightful place on the world
scene. Otherwise it will have to be content with being
another (lesser) known form of Indian music. l●

The author is a Chennai-based 

writer on music and science.
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Lakshmi Viswanathan 

he auditorium was filled to capacity. As I entered
I asked: Who is singing ? It turned out to be a
sarangi recital by Pandit Ramnarayan... so much

did the music sound like that of a voice that I was not
surprised to learn from the Ustad himself later that the
sarangi has long been considered closest to the human
voice in Hindustani music.

I was on a gently swaying elephant riding up a short
hill on which sprawled the magnificent Amber fort in
Rajasthan. Ahead of us sprinted a young rustic boy,
playing a quaint yet romantic ditty on a home-crafted
string instrument. He bowed away with energy and the
melody struck a chord in my heart. An entire Rajput cul-
ture fleeted through my mind ... the romance of princes
and palaces, peasants and springtime, twirling desert-
red skirts and the celebration of Holi. This music, this
instrument, ringing in the clear air which enveloped a
landscape of barren beauty, must have been here
among these people for centuries. This is the origin of
the music of the sarangi. It sings about love, life, war-
riors and village folk.

I learnt later from the great maestro that there are at
least sixty variations of the sarangi being used in the
music of North India. He believes that the name is
derived from “Saurangi” - hundred-hued. Hence its
wide range of tones , and its capacity to express a myr-
iad moods and emotions.

Almost single-handedly, Pandit Ramnarayan has ele-
vated the status of the sarangi from being only an acco-
manying instrument to that of a solo concert instru-
ment.

He has codified the technique of playing this instru-
ment and has even devised ways of bowing which clear-
ly defines its range of reproducing notes. As many
know, the technique of bowing is the most supreme skill
in making any stringed instrument with no frets produce
the melodies of the intricate ragas in the Hindustani tra-
dition. To this end Ramnarayan has strived, giving a dif-
ficult-to-handle instrument a status never seen before.
In the process he has carved a niche for himself in the
plethora of stalwarts of music in the last century.

The sarangi had enjoyed a place in the salons of great
centres of music like Benares, Lucknow, Delhi and
Jaipur where both royalty and nobility patronised music
and dance. A long period saw it almost as a signal to
indicate the perfomance of Kathak dance in a noble-
man’s courtyard or in a dancer’s haveli. Wafting through
the night air, the sound of the sarangi, and the ghun-
groos (ankle bells) of dancers, literally beckoned the
cognoscenti to see performances of Kathak, where the
predominant mood was poetic, and sensuous. With the
waning of that culture, the sarangi too began to fade
and might have been relegated to oblivion had it not
been painstakingly resurrected on the modern concert
stage as an accompanying instrument to great singers.

The two interacted and enriched their music.
Yet the intricacy of the instrument, its demands on the

player, the difficulty in tuning it, all, served to diminish its
predominance in concerts. It looks small, is made of
one piece of hollow wood, is held upright, resting on the
lap of the perfomer.The three main strings are made of
gut, and the fourth, a drone, is of brass. Beneath these,
there are atleast 35 or 40 sympathetic strings, all of
which have to be tuned chromatically. The fingering,
with pressure put on the strings by the finger nails, is
not only tricky but quite painful.

Pandit Ramnarayan has mastered the art of coaxing
the sarangi to cover a great gamut of ragas. His playing

Three 
masters 
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is creative and imaginative. A singer par excellence, he
knows what the instrument in his hand should do, and
how it can surpass any voice in emoting.

The range of ragas which a maestro like Ramnarayan
can command is enviable. He has seen his precursor,
learnt from great musicians, and has eventually bowed
to the instrument itself - an embodiment of the goddess
of all music, Saraswathi.

On a spiritual journey
To me, music is a sadhana. To me it is a dialogue with

the divine, this intense focused communication with the
ultimate other. Music cannot be evaluated as something
which has any relative value. It is so uniquely ephemer-
al yet tangibly emotional that one can only say that it
stirs the mind and beyond.
Ultimately it should stir the
soul.”

The words of a great artist
always make me wonder
whether people ever listen to
them to understand their music
better. Is the process, the mak-
ing of an artist of any relevance,
or is the end product, a show,
staged on a dais, alone enough
to derive pleasure from the
music the artiste creates.
Questions such as these come
up when one encounters partic-
ularly serious and sensitive
artistes. They speak their mind,
they have the authority of
knowledge, and experience.
Above all, they speak to reach
out to a few more besides their average fans, for, out
there they know, they can find receptive minds who
want to go deeper into the experience of that elusive
pleasure, Rasanubhava.

Kishori Amonkar has no show-biz personality.
Curiously slim with a predominant nose adorning her
face, she crouches over her surmandal, strumming it as
if it is a prop to give her strength. She does not look like
a performer, eager to display her skill. No routine for-
mula is followed in the presentation.

“I believe in the guru sishya parampara,” she says. I
don’t believe in learning from texts or cassettes.
Students nowadays learn dead music. Learning from a
guru is live learning. It is learning with a soul. It is a give
and take of the souls. Our music is the fifth Veda. The
Vedas teach you Brahma Vidya. You cannot learn that
from a machine. If you go on contemplating and medi-
tating upon the divine art, I am sure you will reach the

ultimate destination in your music - which is brahmam. I
am trying to reach that. She is an ardent devotee of
Raghavendra Swami. Her music is an offering at his
feet, an offering of devotion, love.

I wonder how she fulfills her responsibility as a per-
former with this mission of bhakti as her goal. And what
about the ordinary listener, who is like a road sign on
her journey to reach a spiritual goal. “This art needs
meditation. It is not that I do not love the public. It is
because of them that I am here today. I consider each
one of you as an embodiment of Raghavendra Swamiji.
When I sing you become him. But I want to see him. I
have been moving away from performances. Eventually
I will only teach. That is my goal.”

Kishori thinks that if the audi-
ence is not fully immersed in her
music, perhaps it is her own
short-coming. “If you see Balaji
standing in front of you... what
will you do? You will get stuck to
that place. You will not look
back.” Arresting a listener’s total
attention is what music is all
about, if indeed it is music of that
superior quality.

Kishori has thoughts about
trends and western influences.
“If you know what the Indian
mind, the Indian intellect, the
Indian body is, then I think we will
not get ourselves westernised. I
feel our religion has a lot to say,
a lot to give, if only we pay atten-
tion.”

Volumes have been written about the aesthetics of
art. Kishori sums up a truth very simply. “We have given
an entertainment value to this music. Singing is differ-
ent, practising is different, performing is different.
These are three different aspects of music. I give impor-
tance to singing... What is singing after all... it is talking
to your soul. It is an inside communication which you
are when performing, trying to throw out. naturally it will
diminish in value.

Kishori believes formatting in performance has
robbed both north and south Indian music of their origi-
nal depth of feeling. “How can you measure feeling? If I
say ‘Lakshmi, I love you,’ you must feel the vibration.”
The formula of tempo, the sharing of time between
singer and accompanist at set times in set patterns, all
this, she feels, have robbed spontaneity, and intensity in
music.

Is it possible to resurrect this other music, I think7
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aloud. Formats are for students, Kishori says. They
need to be guided, safeguarded. For me, I must
plunge into the air, and follow that feel, and be that
feel myself. I pray to give me strength to go there....
which is obstruct. There’s nothing to hold on to, you
are supportless. But you are free.”

“I learn a lot from my students. They are very intel-
ligent. You can’t just be sentimental and devoid of
intellect. You can’t be a genius without a mind. A per-
fect balance between intellect and heart - it is known
as Siam - in Indian religion. This is how we reach for
Moksha. You must understand that you need control
to do that.

What about the North and South Indian systems of
music... is there a meeting point, I ask. “I do not
believe in these bifurcations. The sruthis are the
same, the ragas are almost the same. I want you to
blend it into a whole, you should think of it as a world
of notes. We should not put too many words, too
many rhythmical acrobatics into our singing. Basically,
I think it is high time the instrumentalists change, and
get out of this acrobatic syndrome with the percus-
sionists. They can’t go on deceiving people. These are
just gimmicks.” With disarming faith Kishori Amonkar
says “I want to gain moksha with my music. I will do
anything to reach there in this life. I don’t want to be
born again to do that.”

Queen of Thumri
Shobha Gurtu has a voice that pleads, cajoles,

entices, prays and finally drowns you in a sea of emo-
tion. An individual of extraordinary versatility, this
doyen of Thumri singing who belongs to an artistic
family with a long history from Goa, is the undisputed
queen of her genre today. She must have inherited
some of her enviable talent including her expressive-
ness and histrionic capabilities from her mother, who ,
we are told was one of the most sought after dancers
and singers of her time. Apparently Manekabai
Shirodkar, the mother, taught her daughter every
nuance of singing. The little girl, Shobha, was encour-
aged to sing at religious festivals and soon her talent
came to be reckoned with by all.

The learning process for Shobha Gurtu was full of
variety and demanding.She came under gurus of the
Atrauli-Jaipur gharana, and later learnt from Bhurji
Khan, son of the legendary Alladiya Khan. She does
not say a lot about her training, but is keen to empha-
sise the atmosphere in which music was nurtured...
with affection, care and a sensitive eye for detail.
Shobha is so modest about her music that she
believes, she is a small speck in this vast ocean which

has given her life meaning.
When you hear her singing, you cannot but be

reminded of some of the other great women who pre-
ceded her - Rasoolan Bai, Siddheshwari Devi and
Begum Akhtar. Yes, she heard them sing several
times, in her younger days, but never got the oppor-
tunity to learn from them. After marrying a senior offi-
cial of the IPS, Shobha continued her music helped by
her father-in-law and encouraged by Nathan Khan, a
nephew of Alladiya. Her husband too, a sitar player in
his own right, indulged in music as both patron and
performer. Travelling with her wherever she per-
formed, he became her mentor.

What is special about this style of singing - the
purab ang gayaki of Thumri singing?

The Thumri as many know, is an important form of
Hindusthani music, which is second only to the
weighty Khayal mode which is very elaborate in defin-
ing ragas. The text of the Thumri is mainly composed
in Brij bhasha, a dialect of the Agra- Mathura region.
Naturally the poetic content is mainly shringara -the
love themes from the Krishna legend. Like the
padams of Ksetragna in South India, Thumris elevate
the erotic content by adressing the verses to a god,
and bringing in an element of bhakthi. It is like the
poetry of Jayadeva and his Geetha Govindam, the
human heart longing for Divine love. The emotional
content dominates the Thumri and artists are free to8
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roam with their imagination when it comes to the raga.
It is thus possible to literally indulge in poetic fancy
when it comes to the raga. The mood of the evening
dictates the flow of melody. It is not easy to sing
Thumris, for they are not textbook versions that one
can just learn and reproduce. The individuality of
expression, the voice and its dramatic as well as subtle
appeal, and the deep understanding by the artist of sub-
tle nuances, creates that unforgettable harmonious
taste of rasa.

With the Thumri of the 19th century becoming the
essential repertoire of Kathak dancers, its singing
developed on the lines of visual music. Folk elements
also crept into Thumri singing giving it that rhythm which
made the music dance.

However, the ambience of Benares in the 19th centu-
ry gave the Thumri as we know it today its true charac-
ter. Dance and music brought together the best talent,
and talas from the folk idiom such as dadra and kahar-
va were used in Thumri compositions which explored
lighter melodies. At the hands of great ustads, Thumri
singing, as part of a performance of music became
more rich in classical characteristics, making it popular
with listeners of the mainstream who were unfamiliar
with the old lifestyles of dancers and courts of patrons.

This is the purab ang style of singing - the eastern -
Benares centric style popularised by artists like
Siddheshwari Devi, as opposed to the old Lucknow
style of singing.

In purely technical terms the Thumri of the 20th cen-
tury is what is known as the Bol-Banao Thumri. And
undoubtedly, the grand master of this Thumri singing in
all its variety and shades of nuances is Shobha Gurtu.
She can introduce a raga in thirty seconds and make
you feel its essence in an exhilerating, yet fleeting
moment.The poetry unfolds like a lotus petal at day-
break, gently but surely. Shobha Gurtu caresses the
words, draws out the subtle undertones to elaborate
the meaning. With each variation, she can paint pictures
of Bhava. She is as much a singer as a devotee. She
has a voice which is so expressive that her music
dances in the listeners’ mind.

Shobha Gurtu is a rare artist. Of another time, anoth-
er culture. To re- create that feeling in music which was
nurtured in her since childhood by a heritage she can
call her own, has been her signal contribution to 20th
century Indian music. She has taught students. But can
they learn an entire culture without living it? l●

The writer is a Chennai-based dancer.
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Gowri Ramnarayan 

e know that green card holders have a definite
edge over every other brand of bridegrooms. But
did you know that Chennai boys have a niche

market?
“If I want to become a frontline Carnatic musician, I

have to have a base in Chennai,” the Mumbai Tamil
damsel told her parents. “I want to marry someone set-
tled in that city.”

Many of us have not thought about the fact that with
its considerable South Indian population, Mumbai is
bound to be a stronghold of the southern arts, particu-
larly Carnatic music. Take the case of another young girl
who made her debut many years ago in the Chennai
music season, with a Todi that had the glow, fervour and
control of solid training. I was surprised to learn that
both she and her guru were residents of Mumbai. Like
many others, I had believed that the best grooming in
Carnatic music was available only in Chennai.

But though she went on to become a star, today
Jayashri retains Bombay only as a prefix to her name.
Like the Bombay sisters Saroja-Lalitha before her, or
Geetha Raja, Raji Gopalakrishnan, Ranjini and Gayathri
who came after, she has shifted to another port beside
the eastern sea. Why? The answer throws up several
paradoxes.

“Mumbai is a great place for learning Carnatic
music,” say Ranjini and Gayathri, the third generation
Tamil siblings raised in Matunga. These violinists-
turned-vocalists are products of the music school run
by the most prestigious organisation of its kind in
Mumbai, the Shanmukhananda Sangeetha Sabha.
“Were we lucky to have a guru like T. S. Krishnaswamy!
And a school which provided not just a class, but a
whole rich ambience!” They exclaim. “We did not stop
with attending our own thrice-a-week sessions but went
every day, joined other classes in the six year course,
sometimes playing sarali varisai with the first years...

We also learn that their guru’s single-minded teaching
was at the cost of performance. “From him you learnt
not only music, but a whole way of life. He was incredi-
bly patient, never harsh, but expected high standards.
Notation had to be written with the utmost neatness.

His ‘So you didn’t practise?’ was enough to shame us,”
the sisters recall. You could see the excellence of the
guru in the mature support the girls were able to offer
right from the start of their careers. 

Visit T. R. Balamani in Chembur, and you will see
another guru with the same commitment and high
demands. Marriage transposed this trainee from the
Central College of Carnatic Music under Musiri
Subramania Iyer’s tutelage, to Mumbai, which was not a
location conducive to a career of performance. But she
could share her wealth with seekers, which Balamani
has done generously for 40 years now, first at the
Bharatiya Fine Arts Society’s school, and later in
tuitions at home. But let disciple Jayashri describe the
scene. 

“Balamani Mami had the most non-commercial
approach to teaching. My lessons from her were not
confined to music, but included a whole approach to
life.” The two-room flat was always spanking clean. The
day’s cooking was over by 9.30 a.m., including the noon
coffee in the flask, and tiffin for the few students who
came straight from office or college, so that the con-
centration in classes (held in the tidy kitchen) was total.
Smiles Jayashri, “That’s how I learnt about advance
planning and time management.” 

Eminent vidwans like Nedunuri Krishnamurti, Voleti
Venkateshwarlu, Dr. Pinakapani and Govinda Rao, pre-
ferred to stay with Balamani Mami when they came to
Mumbai, despite the inconveniences of chawl life. Many
more came to visit. She would never trouble them with
requests to update her repertoire. Why do that when,
by the end of their public recitals, she herself notated in
her notebook all the songs she wanted to learn, com-
plete with gamakas and anuswaras. Sure enough, the
next class would find her students learning those very
songs, not as a dry grid of swaras, but with their soul
intact. She had copies of the notation for the students
as well. Swara singing was taught with stimulating exer-
cises, and pallavis became a fascinating challenge.
Naturally, the students did not want to miss a single
class. In her home you can see that she commands
both respect and love from her disciples.

The other committed teacher in Matunga is Alamelu
Mani, who took sole charge of the South Indian School
of Music after the untimely death of her husband and

Carnatic winds 
from Mumbai 

W
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guru H.A.S Chellappa in 1963. (The school is closed
now and she has fewer tuitions for the more advanced
students). Alamelu Mani proved by example that talent
honed in Mumbai can hold its own when she stood first
among 2000 candidates from all over India in the AIR
competition (1954).

“The sudden demise of my husband shattered me, I
had no support to turn professional performer. Teaching
was the obvious way out,” she recalls. At age 28 she
was conscious of having slipped back after marriage
and household responsibilities. “I had no hold on
music.” The doyenne T. Brinda helped her to return to
the art with lessons during every annual vacation that
she spent in Bombay. “Once when she stayed with me,
I had the privilege of accompanying her in live and radio
concerts. A dream come true!”

But without year-round access to the guru Alamelu
Mani had to work mostly on her own. “Cassettes were
not common, and when you managed to get radio
Chennai you got more splutterings than music!” she
laughs. But Mumbai had concerts round the year by the
top artists at sabhas like the Shanmukhananda,
Bharatiya (Matunga), The Fine Arts Society, (Chembur)
or at the South Indian School. “We literally performed
tapas to hear Madurai Mani, Ariyakudi or
Maharajapuram! We would go to a 6 p.m concert at 4
p.m to get the best seats. True, there were not as many

concerts as in Madras, but for that very reason we
developed more concentration, absorbency and reten-
tion.”

The downside was that local artists, however capable,
never enjoyed the popularity of the Chennai or
Bangalore artist. Performance opportunities were few
unless you could establish yourself in Chennai which
required the kind of lobbying skills that self effacing
artists like Balamani and Alamelu Mani did not possess,
or care to develop. Gayathri-Ranjini mention another
problem. “In Mumbai you heard only the top artists,
rarely the middle or lower rankers. So we had only
Lalgudi Jayaramans and T. N. Krishnans to compare our
fledgeling efforts with. This could discourage us when
we realised how very far we had to go!”

A Chennai based artist certainly got more chances for
this simple reason that access to her/him was easier,
an important factor in the initial stages. There are more
concerts, not only in the southern city, but in the small-
er towns of Tamil Nadu, as is not possible in
Maharastra. And in Carnatic music, the Chennai vidwan
rides the crest in popularity and prestige.

“You can make a living on a career in classical music
if you are Chennai based, not in Mumbai,” the young
artists tell you. “Every Carnatic musician here survives
because he also sings light music of all kinds,” explains
23-year-old Krishnan Eashwaran, whose talent I11
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glimpsed as he sang a padam in Mohanam and a javali
in Pharaz with guru Alamelu Mani. (Her son Hariharan
has of course made a hit in the ghazal-film-light music
circuit, a matter of choice). Eashwaran refers to
Balamani’s disciple Shankar Mahadevan, whose
Carnatic music has gained glamour after his chart bust-
ing light music recordings. “So you see, Carnatic music
itself imposes light music upon us!”

Unlike those Mumbai artists who have opted to move
to Chennai for professional reasons, Aruna Sairam
remained on the West coast but got instructed by one
of the ripest vidwans of Chennai. T. Brinda was an annu-
al vacationer in their Vadala home from where she
taught senior disciples. One day the lady told Aruna to
join in. For a while, Bombay guru S. Ramachandran
monitored her progress. (He tutored Geetha Raja, later
to become Aruna’s sister-in-law.)

“The Bombay audiences of the 1950s and 1960s
were first settlers who brought a keen discernment,
passion and even preferences of Thanjavur or
Palakkadu styles with them,” Aruna explains. “They
used to gather in full strength - about 4000 for the open
air four-hour concerts with two tanis, held by Bharatiya
and Shanmukhananda.”

Music was kept alive for the next generation by teach-
ers like Krishna , Bhaskara Bhagavatars and H.A.S.
Mani, who taught in the south Indian Matunga-Sion
colonies. The only vidwan willing to commute beyond
for tuition was Sankara Bhagavatar... There were the
heady thrills of competitions conducted by the major
sabhas. Says Aruna, “I used to go to hear people like
Meera Nathan. Her Sahana rings in my ears still! The
standard was high and spurred us to greater achieve-
ments. Tension mounted as each excelled the one
before. The judge’s task was never easy!” Jayashri
recalls that Guru Balamani challenged herself, and the
judges, by ensuring that each of her many students had
a different repertoire for any of these competitions. 

But the Meera Nathans were lost to domesticity. The
glass ceiling prevented the local artist getting either
money or fame as a professional. Those who could do
so, migrated to Chennai. Aruna herself spends months
in the Tamil capital to keep her contacts going. But
there are advantages in part time Mumbai residence if
you know how to access them. Aruna’s activities have
diversified beyond the conventional. She does Carnatic
music appreciation seminars at the NCPA annually, per-
formed jugalbandhis with Hindustani musicians like
Neela Bhagwat, Shubha Mudgal and Uday Bahawalkar.
She has given duet recitals in churches all over France
with a French singer of medieval liturgical music, and

jammed with Flamenco artists in Spain. 
However, reactions are mixed when you ask the

young Carnatic musicians in Mumbai today about their
prospects in the field. All of them have a college edu-
cation and feel they may have to work as bankers or
computer engineers in order to afford the pursuit of
serious music. Many of them believe that they are up
against a stone wall if they don’t migrate to Chennai. A
few like Priyadarsini Narasimhan, 21, who has learnt
vocal music from Tiruvarur N. S. Chandrasekhar and
Bharatanatyam from the Rajarajeswari school, believe
they can make it if they persist with sincerity. 

Aruna Sairam sums up the current scene. “There’s a
new crop of talent coming up. The youngsters invariably
hold Carnatic jam sessions on Saturdays, either singing
in turn, or analysing a concert given by one of them.
Whether such talent will shift to Madras or not I can’t
say, but I do know that the girls will not allow marriage
to snuff out their careers. Despite the dwindling of audi-
ences due to other forms of entertainment, Carnatic
music has flourishing roots in Mumbai.”

As it does in every part of the world where it offers
the nourishment of home and culture to the expanding
diaspora. ●
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The biggest showcase for Carnatic music in
Mumbai is the Shanmukhananda Fine Arts and
Sangeetha Sabha, launched in 1952 when three
existing sabhas merged to serve the needs of the
south Indian community, then clustered in the
Matunga-Sion-King Circle areas. It was the place for
vidwans and rasikas to congregate, its primacy rarely
challenged by the few other sabhas like the (now vir-
tually defunct) Bharatiya Society.

The organisers were music loving businessmen
who managed to get financial support, goodwill and
deferred payment facilities to build a hall in 1963. This
became the prestigious
nucleus of all cultural activi-
ties for the south Indians.
Musicians from all parts of
India felt it was an honour to
perform there. The sabha’s
music school was shifted to
the new premises. In the fol-
lowing decades it was to pro-
mote and nurture the fine
arts in its expanding activi-
ties, which included semi-
nars, the journal Shanmukha,
and most importantly, keeping the adrenalin flowing in
the young with its music competitions.

“Well wishers included Gujarati industrialists and
political leaders of Maharashtra,” explains
Mr.Jayaram Mani, Hon. Secretary, and son of
founder-chairman R.S.Mani. “We had 6000 members
after the hall was built.” The sabha had to conduct
two recitals by the same artist on successive days to
enable all members to attend! 

A disastrous fire destroyed the hall in 1990.
Undaunted, the management set about reconstruc-
tion. Eight years later, they had a complex with better
facilities, stage design and acoustics, housing the
music school, administration blocks and health cen-
tre. 

The picture is different today. Population shifts
have dispersed south Indians to other suburbs where
new sabhas have come up, as at Mulund and Vile
Parle. “The TV lure coupled with the difficulties of
commuting have reduced attendance. Yet leading
artists are assured of 1000-1500 listeners.” Since
the membership fee continues to be low (Rs 20)
sponsorship is needed for the monthly and annual

programmes. The regulars are in the 35 to 80 age
group. Youngsters come for programmes of their
choice. Mythological plays are still a major draw.
Music seminars and workshops are a part of the
activities. “We promote local talent, give youngsters
our 250 seater mini hall to perform. Our competitions
are eagerly awaited,” says Mr.Mani. But he does
admit that tastes have changed. Present day audi-
ences prefer pleasing music to the heavy kind. From
Ganesh Kumar, Vice President of the 38-year-old
Fine Arts Society, Chembur, you get a different pic-
ture of the changing needs of the community. The

sabhas’s 10-year-old building
has not only a big auditorium
and space for its
music/dance school, but a
community hall for holding
marriage functions or group
activities like the community
celebration of the Navaratri
with a kolu and entertain-
ment by its Ladies and Youth
wings. Membership stands
at Rs. 2300.

Programmes include
monthly Carnatic music concerts, plus an annual fes-
tival in January which features Hindustani and
Carnatic recitals, plays and dance shows (“With very
good corporate and audience support”) as also a
Carnatic music festival in February.  The Sabha
focusses on Hindustani music in exclusive festivals
like the Gurupaurnima where leading performers are
featured after felicitations to eminent gurus. (“No
other institution has done anything like this here!”)
Plans are afoot to expand the school into an acade-
my, affiliated to the Bombay University or the
Gandharva Mahavidyalay. Three international confer-
ences have been held in aspects of Carnatic music
from wind/string instruments to concepts of laya.

“We avoid commercial music, but not innovative
programmes to satisfy our mostly south Indian mem-
bers, whose interests extend beyond Carnatic music
today. We also try new formats to attract the young.”
The sabha’s focus is now on inducting two young
members into every wing, so that they can take over
when the time comes and train others to carry on into
a future which will bring its own tastes and demands.

A Sabha for Mumbaites
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Sujatha Vijayaraghavan 

ll’s well with the world of Carnatic music” is the
happy refrain heard today among music aficiona-
dos, a sentiment which has been echoed, albeit

grudgingly, even among old-timers for whom the golden
age is forever in the past. A rather unexpected turn of
the tide after the doldrums in the late 1970s and the
1980s when all live entertainment was dealt a blow by
the advent of the television.

Veterans like Ariyakudi, Musiri, Maharajapuram,
G.N.B. and Madurai Mani were no more. And the next
line of musicians, though merit worthy, were languishing
for lack of patronage.
Concert halls drew
sparse crowds. Things
reached such a pass that
one evening a reputed
sabha in Chennai suffered
the embarrassment of
cancelling the day’s con-
cert for only three people
turned up as audience.
During the December fes-
tival the situation
improved a bit, but still,
the audience consisted
mainly of the middle-aged
and the old. The fear that
Carnatic music would
become an icon of the
past assumed the tone of
a dirge heard over and
over again from art-
lovers. There was also great concern about the lack of
interest for the art form among the youth.

The change came about from within and in the most
unexpected manner. August 5, 1985 saw the birth of a
new group called Youth Association for Classical
Music, YACM for short, which was to turn the tide with-
in a decade. Vijay Siva and a band of youngsters got
together to provide music of the youth, for the youth
and by the youth. For the first time in the art’s history
they canvassed for corporate sponsorships and encour-
aged the notion that music is fun, through a gala festi-
val. There were quiz programmes, Antakshari, treasure
hunt and what have you. It was a music carnival which
drew all age groups. Anand Siva, one of the founder

members, belongs to the ad-world and brought in his
expertise in planning and presentation. There were con-
certs in the evening and several young talents were
spotted. The movement grew from strength to strength
through the next decade until the youngsters surged to
the front ranks proving that they were indeed a force to
reckon with.

Several of them are star performers today and draw
capacity crowds. Awards and honours have poured in.
Sabhas vie one another in featuring them. Their cas-
settes and CDs fill rack upon rack in music shops
where their colour blow ups adorn the walls. Many of
them have annual performances abroad. Unlike many of

their seniors who never drove a vehicle, the yuppies of
Carnatic music arrive at their concerts driving the latest
models of cars.

No wonder then that many of them admit that music
has become an economically viable profession. There
was a time when even senior musicians advised new-
comers to arm themselves with a degree to earn their
living. For instance take Sanjay Subramaniam who says,
“I took up chartered accountancy because my intention
was that I should not have music as my sole profes-
sion.” Vijay Siva had advised him against it. “I was keen
that people like Sanjay should take up music as a pro-
fession. Otherwise it will send wrong signals.”

Sanjay has since given up pursuing a career in

Brave new world 

A
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accountancy and has plunged full time into music. “I
have earned more money from music than from char-
tered accountancy,” he says. This is particularly note-
worthy when you consider that he never accepts wed-
ding concerts, which are the real money spinners. You
realise that music has been transformed into a profes-
sion from being a pastime. So it comes as no surprise
when T. M. Krishna who is younger by a few years
declares that he never thought of any profession other
than music.

The sisters Ranjani and Gayatri who started their
careers as violin accompanists, became soloist and
vocalists in progressive stages. They are not sure if
middle class hide-bound notions can change overnight.
“Though my father is closely associated with music,
had I been a boy he would not have allowed me to go
full form into music. May be the fact that I was a girl...”
she trails off wondering and admits “Till two years back
I never thought of music as a profession.”

Money is only one of the issues. What do some of the
younger musicians think about the social status of a
musician?

“It is something between a priest and a film star,”
quips Vijay. The general feeling is that musicians are
respected the way they conduct themselves. Today’s
young musicians are armed with the poise and self-
assurance stemming from the secure knowledge that
they command the respect of society. And they have
certainly succeeded in storming the citadels of Carnatic
music where youth was traditionally relegated to the
afternoons as upcoming talents and never thought of as
candidates for the prime slots. Sanjay remembers the
time when lack of opportunities for the younger gener-

ation was a critical handicap. “Basically musicians had
to be 40 years of age to enter the stage. That was the
criteria and the unwritten code. That was broken by
YACM as an institution, we said if you don’t give us
opportunities we will create opportunities.”

In retrospect, it proved to be not a brash challenge
but rather a well-thought out game plan. The youngsters
went about systematically, first acquiring the knowledge
and skill in both theory and practice, which they could
employ in propagating music in every possible manner.
Then they arranged a series of concerts to showcase
young talents. There were the “lec-cons”, the lecture-
concerts which were presented to a wide cross section
of society to build a wider audience. One of the inter-
esting events was the all-night concerts at temples dur-
ing Sivaratri.

No stone was left unturned. It was hard work, perse-
verance and unity that won their cause. Above all was
the kind of musical values they adhered to and con-
sciously pursued that swayed hearts and minds. There
was a determined effort in going back to tradition and
eschewing of any kind of compromise or dilution of the
art form. “You give the rasikas what you can. What you
like you share. As long as you give it with assurance
and confidence it will be accepted,” says Gayatri.
Krishna agrees with her “You build the taste of the audi-
ence... I think it is a big lie to say that you have to cater
to their taste.”

Sanjay finds the audience today more open minded
than, say, two decades ago. “Fifteen years back it used
to be conservative. This alone is music. It has to be like
this and this was the attitude. It is not so anymore. Any
kind of music which conforms to some basic tenets is
encouraged and appreciated.” According to him none
of the new generation adheres strictly to any bani. “We
consciously follow many banis,” says he. It is true that
some of them have had their learning from more than
one guru, imbibing the best of several greats. Those
who belong to an established school or bani are, how-
ever found to be true followers of the parampara.

Amid today’s talent blitz, where every season throws
up a prodigy or two, preserving and projecting one’s
identity and individuality is of the utmost importance.
The younger generation is keenly aware of the need for
innovation and the dynamic changes brought out over a
period of time. “The colour of Todi has changed in 50
years. People are attempting things not done earlier or
were confined to lec-dems 40 years back,” reminds
Sanjay. Sure, the new generation thinks nothing of
singing an expansive alapana of Jyothiswarupini or
Narayanagowlai, or launching into a pallavi striking dif-
ferent talams with the left and the right hand.15
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Unearthing rare old songs and rare ragams is a
favourite preoccupation. They learn varnams by the
score and stock up old pallavis in complex talams.

Their concerts are like the bridal gown, something
old, something new, something borrowed and some-
thing blue (if we may take the colour to symbolise the
romantic touch). Indeed these are the Romantics of
classical music, reinventing and revalidating the old,
while bringing a freshness of
thought, approach, content and
presentation in whatever they
create. Stardom is but a natural
corollary to this new approach.
But when asked, most are
unable to pinpoint any one
aspect which elevates a per-
former to star status. According
to Vijay it is communication. A
good voice may be a factor but
is not the only factor.
“Manodharma” or imagination is
not seen as a key factor. Sanjay
points out that a good number
among the audience prefer the
post pallavi session of Tukkadas
which offers little scope for
imagination. Tongue firmly in
cheek, Sanjay would put it all to
luck and a good horoscope. But
all of them are agreed on the
point that proper planning of a concert makes a lot of
difference in audience appeal.

Some of them admit that the media can play a signif-
icant role in the making of stars. The group is sharply
divided on this. While some contend that media can
sustain a mediocre artist in the limelight for at least 40
years, their counterparts argue that while the media
might help initially to bring the audience, the status of
the artist is determined by his calibre. “A good review
can make a good concert appear as a great one, that is
all,” says Vijay. In fact, there are instances where artists
have survived and forged ahead to take their place in
the front ranks in spite of repeated adverse reviews by
critics with a bias for or against a particular school or
style.

The final arbiter of a musician’s career is the audience,
that faceless amalgam with music pandits and the gen-
eral entertainment seeking lay populace marking the
two extremes. The audience is the ultimate safeguard
against dynastic rule in the world of music. Instances
are legion where an offspring of a star musician failed to
make the grade in spite of the initial fanfare and faded

out of the scene eventually. The same goes for
Parampara of a reputed guru. Coming from a reputed
stock can give only an initial advantage to a performer.

“For one year all the sabhas will offer opportunities to
perform,” says Krishna, “thereafter you stand on your
own merit.” It is indeed heartwarming to find a demo-
cratic spirit thriving in the world of art, where all kinds of
wire-pullings go on all the time, as in every other field.

Laughs Veenai R. Jayanthi hail-
ing from the legendary Lalgudi
family, “We have only the veenai
strings to pull and that we shall do
to the best of our ability.” She
adds further, “Carrying a banner
of a reputed family or school is a
handicap in a way because the
expectations are very high. You
have to do better than the best
from your fold to be noticed and
appreciated. At home also there
is a constant watch and critical
evaluation from your elders,
which adds to the pressure and
motivates you to strive towards
excellence.”

In what is termed as a “boom
time for Carnatic music” what are
the problems for the youth which
are as yet unresolved? It is cer-
tainly not a rosy picture all over.

There are the second line of musicians who are strug-
gling to come up. The sabhas go after crowd pullers on
their priority list. And they also yield to pull and pressure
in selection of artists. Candidates with nothing but merit
in their arsenal, sometimes fare poorly in the race.
Obtaining performance opportunities is an arduous
task. The youngsters lament that but for one or two
exceptions most sabhas have neither a clearly defined
criterion nor a well informed selection panel to select
from diverse applicants. Even when there is a panel, it
often consists of a number of persons unconnected
with the music fraternity. “Basically we feel there
should be a criterion for giving an opportunity or an
award” is the general comment from the youth. This is
followed by the suggestion that sabhas should have a
panel consisting of musicians to select and grade the
artists, similar to the pattern adopted by All India Radio
which has gained universal acceptance. The young are
cautious against admitting even a connoisseur on the
selection committee because that would provide a loop-
hole for all and sundry to wrangle their way into the
panel.16
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Another common grouse relates to the poor remu-
neration given by the sabhas. “Their attitude seems to
be increasing the corpus fund” rather than giving a
good remuneration to the artists. This is a sore point
with younger as well as senior artists. There are sabhas
whose expense on printing of souvenirs exceeds the
total remuneration paid to all the artists participating in
a fifteen day festival. The worst hit are the accompa-
nists in this respect. Not only are they paid a pittance
by the sabhas, but their own peers fail to treat them on
the level.

J. Vaidyanathan, the mridangam vidwan does not
mince words when he declares, “Among the vocalist
and other main artists there are but a handful who deal
honestly with their accompanists.” The figures which he
cites are appalling. In wedding concerts where the main
artist is paid a five figure remuneration, ranging from Rs.
25,000 to Rs. 50,000, the accompanist is given no
more than Rs. 750 by the main musician. The violinist as
well as the mridangam artist are meted out the same
treatment. Upapakkavadyams like ghatam and kanjira
fare much worse. He says that even among youngsters
and his own age group such behaviour is not uncom-
mon. “From Sangita Kalanidhis to Yuva Kala Bharatis,
the attitude is the same.”

Ranjani and Gayatri who have given up their career as
accompanists for over a year now, echo his sentiments.
“If you dare ask for more, the main artist takes
offence.” And there goes the accompanist’s career
once the word is spread that he like Oliver Twist, “asks
for more.”

“Now the main artists are ruling the roost and the
crowd flocks to the concerts for their sake.” Hence
they are in a commanding situation and it does not mat-
ter to them who accompanies. “It is enough if someone
sits just holding a violin,” rues Ranjani. The sisters
voice another concern about the tacit discrimination
against female accompanists. “Given male and female
artists both playing exceedingly well, you will find that in
course of time the male artist will soar to great heights
while the female will languish way below.”

Anuradha Suresh agrees that it is necessary to build
a good team. “I don’t believe it is a one man show. It is
team work. You should have a good team.” She also
stresses the need to pay the accompanists well and
enlist their loyalty and commitment. Perhaps this factor
explains the reason why the present scene does not
throw up extraordinary talent or even showcase the
existing ones among the accompanists. The sense of
frustration seems to run from the top to the bottom.
The accompanists are given short shrift by the reviews
as well. In this the violin comes off better than the mri-

dangam. The latter often receives a single line mention
in a two or four column copy. Vaidyanathan says, “Even
the other day there was this critic sitting in the front
row. He got up and walked away just as the Thani
Avarthanam (Mridangam solo) began.” For an artist
who has given his entire life to the pursuit of his art
nothing could be a more galling ignominy.

There are minor complaints against the indifference of
the sabhas to the need for a good mike system and
competent personnel to handle it. For the musician it
strikes at the root of his communication. Jayanthi would
like the whole presentation including the ambience, the
mike system and the whole aesthetics of the concert to
be given due attention as these aspects also contribute

to the concert pleasure.
As a veena artist, Jayanthi calls our attention to the

fact that the supremacy of the vocalist is a phenomenon
peculiar to Madras. “All over India and the world, instru-
mental music has a wider appeal even among the unini-
tiated as against verbal form of music.” Here in Chennai
the sabhas hesitate to offer the prime slots to instru-
ments. One still remembers the crusade launched by S.
Balachander to secure due recognition for the veena.

On the other hand the proliferation of interest in
Carnatic music has transformed the art form into a truly
international phenomenon and most of the musicians
today are globe-trotters. Nevertheless the youngsters
would like to see a lot more done to improve the visibil-17
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ity of Carnatic music. Krishna is firmly of the opinion
that “the status of Carnatic music has to go up. Even at
the national level it is singularly lacking. Carnatic musi-
cians are treated as second grade. That HAS to
change.” He points out that “Ravishanker did it for
Hindustani music almost single-handed. He created an
international status for music all over Europe, all over
the world. Carnatic music has never done it for itself. A
conscious effort has to be made by people involved in
our field. Our presence has to be felt in every field, over
all. It has to be done and I think we are capable of doing
it.”

This confident assertion is neither an empty boast nor
a bid to overreach. The group’s forays into various fields
include the use of the latest technology to advance the
cause of the music they hold so dear. Sanjay
Subramaniam has launched a web page which gets
nearly 45,000 clicks a week. “It is a forum to exchange
ideas” on music. Sowmya and Sasikiran have launched
another web page. They have also brought out a CD
ROM as a teaching aid for Carnatic music.

The silver screen has been invaded by musicians like
Unnikrishnan and Nithyasree who seem to adapt effort-
lessly and excel in both types of music. Unnikrishnan
had some reservations in the beginning about the kind
of music and lyrics he would opt to sing in films. But a
busy career has led him to the conclusion that it does
not really matter whatever you sing as long as the music
is pleasing and you sing it well.

Anuradha Suresh Krishnamurthy enjoys her role as
the anchor-person in a Carnatic music show in a private
TV channel. New vistas are opening up all the time and
Carnatic music is poised for a Renaissance with new
worlds to be discovered. 

Taking stock a decade later scholars may attribute the
phenomenon to the newfound Unity, Equality and
Fraternity among the musician community. And in this,
the young are leading the way. ●

A writer on culture based in Chennai.
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Shalini Saran 

t the peak of summer when maximum tempera-
tures in Agra hover around 470C., an estimated
10,000 people visit the Taj Mahal every day. As

the weather turns, this number swells to a staggering
25,000. Most tourists visit Agra Fort, the imposing ram-
parts of which encircle buildings raised by four great
Mughal emperors - Akbar, Jehangir, Shah Jahan and
Aurangzeb. These buildings reveal the evolution of
Mughal architecture from the robust style which char-
acterised the reign of Akbar
to the fine elegance associ-
ated with Shah Jahan.

Akbar created Fatehpur
Sikri, his new capital 22 km
from Agra, and he was so
enthusiastic about this ven-
ture that he often super-
vised the artisans himself.
Much of this great city,
about which medieval trav-
ellers have left vivid
accounts, has disappeared
or is in ruins. Only the royal
palaces remain, and
because they were built
entirely with red sandstone,
they are in a remarkable
state of preservation. The
adjacent mosque, more
famous for its towering
gateway, the Buland
Darwaza, is in use and pil-
grims still throng the wish-
fulfilling shrine of the
medieval Sufi saint Shaikh
Salim Chishti. Akbar also
designed his own garden
tomb at Sikandra beyond
the limits of Agra city and
there, the silence is broken
only by the chattering of monkeys.

Jehangir chose to improve upon his father’s design,
as did Shah Jahan in turn and the result has aptly been
described as an “amorphous curiosity”. The mau-
soleum of Nur Jahan’s father, Itmad-ud-Daula is also a

garden tomb, a “jewelled casket” rising on the banks of
the Yamuna. It is another milestone in the evolution of
the garden tomb, but it lacks that restraint, that unerr-
ing sense of proportion and placement and ultimately
that magical stroke of genius which made the Taj what
it is.

To get to Itmad-ud-Daula’s tomb one must see Agra
at its worst for the road, if one can call it so, is lined not
with trees but with open drains and garbage heaps.
Similar conditions prevail along the way to Arambagh,
the garden created by Babur. The waterways and pavil-
ions in this garden are in the process of being restored;

it should eventually bear
closer resemblance to the
place where, it is believed,
Babur compiled his fasci-
nating memoirs.

For all its historical asso-
ciations and architectural
wealth, Agra remains a typ-
ical UP town with its spa-
cious, tree-lined canton-
ment, its congested old city
, its “upmarket” Civil Lines
and substantial colonial her-
itage. A rich tradition of
crafts endures in the city -
Agra is known for its
zardozi, its carpets and its
fine marble inlay work done
by craftsmen who claim
descent from those who
worked for the Mughals.
Agra is also the birthplace
of the famous Hindustani
style of classical music, the
Agra gharana.

The city’s association
with music harks back to
Mughal times and may be ,
earlier. As a connoisseur
and patron of the arts,
Akbar had commissioned

some 45 illustrated manuscripts during his reign, and
the royal ateliers were a hub of creativity. Jehangir pre-
ferred to keep a few masters in his employ and com-
bined his passion for art and nature by urging his
painters to observe nature rather than the court. The

Agra’s musical past 
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masterpiece of Shah Jahan’s reign is the Padshah
Nama; rich, grand and formal, it is as different in its style
from the lively paintings of the Akbar Nama as the Taj
Mahal is from the palaces of Fatehpur Sikri.

The study of these Mughal paintings can help bring
Mughal monuments to life. Then, the marble pavilions
open to the elements become abodes fit for emperors
and the throne in the Diwan-i-Am turns more formidable
and remote than may have appeared at first. While
depicting life in the court, artists also recorded actual
events and durbar scenes in particular reveal the rigid
hierarchy observed in the presence of the emperor;
ministers, noblemen, ambassadors, petitioners, enter-
tainers and musicians are all assigned their place.

The frequent depiction of the naubat, the musical
ensemble, in Mughal paintings reveals that music was
very much a part of Mughal life and central to the
Mughal court. The naubat was housed in the
naqqarkhana, the drum house, situated at a height in
the imperial palace. This ensemble was a constant pres-
ence which “announced, enunciated, reiterated and
symbolised the power and authority of the emperor”.

The naubat performed on a variety of occasions. Its
musicians were the timekeepers, marking the passing
of the day. They played when the emperor made his
daily presence before his subjects, they heralded pro-
cessions, were used for signaling in battle, provided
accompaniment for female dancers in the harem and
were an indispensable part of celebrations which
marked the birth of an heir, marriages, the new year and
other festivals.

Ethnomusicologist Bonnie Wade says that to under-
stand the place of music in the Mughal court one must
not only “see” miniatures but “hear” them too. In her

fascinating study, “Imaging
Sound,” she shows how the
depiction of musical instru-
ments in Mughal paintings
also reveals the cultural syn-
thesis which was taking place
in that era; how the synthesis
of Hindu, Muslim, Sufi and
Central and West Asian
musical traditions led to the
emergence of a north Indian
classical musical culture.

Akbar and Jehangir were
both lovers of music. Apart
from the naubat, there were
36 musicians in Akbar’s court
including Tansen, Baiju Bawra
and Guru Haridas, but Tansen

alone was among the famous “nine jewels” of the
court. Tansen came from Gwalior to Akbar’s court in
1562 bringing with him a fully evolved dhrupad style. He
is acknowledged as the most illustrious musician of
medieval India, with a voice so evocative that, accord-
ing to legend, when he once sang a midnight raga at
noon, darkness encircled the palace. Abul Fazl, Akbar’s
chronicler, writes that Tansen was given the title of
Miyan by the emperor in Fatehpur Sikri.

The patronage given to musicians in the Mughal court
must have played a vital role in nurturing the Agra gha-
rana. It is not clear when precisely this gharana came
into being - whether its origin dates to the thirteenth
century, or to Haji Sujaan Khan, who is believed to have
been a contemporary of Tansen’s and one of Akbar’s
durbar musicians, or to Ghagge Khudabaksh, who also
came to Agra from Gwalior about 150 years ago. His
great great grandson, Fayyaz Khan (1886-1950)
remains the most outstanding exponent of this gharana
and is known as Aftab-I-mausiqui.

Today, the musicians of the Agra gharana have dis-
persed throughout northern India and though the gha-
rana is very alive, its links with Agra are severed.
However, Vamanrao Deshpande’s description of the
Agra gharana speaks of its enduring link to the medieval
world. “Its style,” he writes, “reminds one of the
rugged architectural construction of a medieval fortress
with its gigantic walls, ramparts and turrets. Its succes-
sive taans remind us of speedily advancing armies strik-
ing hard at their targets, its bol taans of rapid gunfire. It
captivates rather than delights.” ●

The writer is a freelance photo-journalist based in New Delhi.
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Rukun Advani

t is a well-recognised fact that the canon of

Western classical literature found a home among

the educated classes all over India during the colo-

nial period, but the Western canon of classical music

did not infiltrate the cultural landscape in even remote-

ly comparable ways. Two reasons for this difference

seem obvious. The first is that the acquisition of

Western literary knowledge by the local population

was intimately connected with the acquisition of lan-

guages skills, and language skills were hungrily

acquired because there was a large market for them.

Scholars of Indian cultural history have shown that the

English literature syllabus taught to native students

was an aspect of the larger colonial project of creating

a collaborating class which would aid imperialism.

Naturally, there was no analogous “instrumental” pur-

pose in the metaphoric sense to which music could be

put, else the colonisers would surely have put it in

place. In fact, for the “language” of Western classical

music there was really no market of any consequence,

not even to entertain the

colonial army and bureau-

cracy, for these were

largely drawn from a class

of people who relished a

different “band” of music.

The second reason for
the dearth of this tradition
in India was that most
Indian regions had well-
developed musical tradi-
tions of their own. When
Sir William Jones had
heard enough Indian classi-
cal singing to be familiar
with some of its structural
complexities, he recog-
nised that the subtleties and nuances of native music
were not so much baffling as simply too immense for
the Western ear. By and large the Indian classical music
traditions even in the heyday of colonialism when it was
more or less necessary to decry all that was native
were not subjected to scorn in anything like the way

that, for example the Indian pantheon was scorned.
This may have been only in part because classical
music was so marginal to the hegemonic cultural agen-
das of colonialism; in part it may have been a conse-
quence of the recognition that the local traditions were
in fact too richly unfathomable. Today, this recognition
of richness is apparent from the amount of attention
given to Indian classical music in relation to the music
of most other non-Western countries within the Oxford
Companion to Music.

Of course there were sub-sects of indigenous elite
culture which identified themselves strongly with the
high classical traditions of the West, and here there
was a limited opportunity for that tradition to come
home. Within these groups, the music of Baroque and
Enlightenment Europe did percolate, even if not strong-
ly enough to create either a distinct milieu or a sub-
stantial presence for itself in the way that the English
language had done. In certain pockets of bhadralok
Bengal, in certain educated Parsi circles of Mumbai,
and in the Portuguese-influenced area of Goa, Western
classical music managed to strike roots that were, for a
period, not wholly feeble. Satyajit Ray could not have
been passionate about Beethoven and Zubin Mehta

could not have emerged from India without an intense
degree of absorption in this musical tradition, over sev-
eral generations, within the literati of such communities. 

For any community which values roots that seem
tenuous, there are two ways in which it is possible to
prevent them withering: by encouraging music-making

I

Nine toes in the grave
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and music-listening. As far as music-making is con-
cerned, the decline of Western classical music in India
has been fairly rapid, suggesting the inherent uncertain-
ty of its grounding within Indian life from the start. The
piano, the violin, and the clarinet, which are the lynch-
pins of Western classical music-making, are now expen-
sive rarities here. The diversity of instruments required
even by small ensembles is a major impediment to the
proliferation of the “larger” perfomative genres within
the Indian context. The trombone, the cello, the trum-
pet, the double bass and the bassoon are practically
unknown outside the most select circles. Certainly they
cannot be easily learnt here on account of the absence
of a cultural support structure. Piano-tuners are a
scarce commodity and good piano-teachers, many of
whom were Anglo-Indians, have all gone away toteach
in Australia and Canada. The new electronic technolo-
gies, in combination with new fashions, have levelled
down the privileged position of classical instruments via
Japanese synthesizers, Yamahas, and a variety of gui-
tars. Only the electronic violin and the electronic clar-
inet are now awaited: no doubt these will soon emerge
from an offshoot of some Japanese automobile factory
called Suzuki or Mitsubishi.

As regards music-listening, exact measurements of
popularity are impossible. We have to rely on impres-
sions and hunches drawn from the quality and quantity
of local attendance at embassy-sponsored concerts
and recitals in our handful of big towns - Mumbai,
Calcutta, Chennai, Delhi, Bangalore and Hyderabad.
The concert season is fairly short and huddled into win-
ter, at which time performers from the West will not be
climatically discomfited within their obligatory coat-tails
and bow ties. Perhaps three-fourths of those who
attend such concerts do so in order to be seen and
heard rather than to hear. The remaining quarter is
made up of genuine diehards who forage for CDs of
Janacek and Stravinsky in the odd shop that stocks
such music. This hardcore is influential enough to sus-
tain a music critic or two in each city.

The older newspapers, such as the Statesman, the
Telegraph, and The Hindu, carry dutiful reviews of such
concerts even now, creating for their (mainly older)
readers the antiquarian pleasures of the sort obtained
by reading columns such as “This Happened A Hundred
Years Ago”.

Perhaps more conclusively than any other factor, the
plethora of well-developed non-Classical traditions with-
in Western music that are now available in Indian music
stores has been responsible for the reduction of the
already small band of listeners singly devoted to the
“high” Classical Western tradition. Jazz has its own

compelling and rapidly expanding canon of “classics”,
as have Rock and Folk, as have Spanish and Latin
American, Caribbean and African music. All these,
alongside the profusion of CDs and downloadable
music sites on offer as well as the “music” channels on
TV, have meant that love of diversity has replaced love
and devotion as the dominant response to music in
modern times. In India, moreover, the transistor radio,
once a major source of nurturing interest in forms of
music unadulterated by gyrating semi-nudes, has been
more decisively annihilated by television than it has
been in the West, where broadcasting still manages to
retain a stronghold over an old tradition of dissemi-
natingoperatic high cultures to those who will keep an
open ear.

How important is it to try generating an interest in
Bach and Beethoven within a culture hectically caught
up by a multiplicity of musical forms which enter one ear
and go out from the other, tunes which catch the fancy
one day and have been displaced by 20 others the next,
audio-visual entertainment shows that differ from opera
in privileging the visual over the audio? European mis-
sionaries setting out for the African jungles might have
asked themselves the same question in relation to
spreading the Bible, but they would have answered
such a question with greater certitude because their
unsuspecting targets at least had some time to spare
for idle curiosity in relation to Jesus.

The greatest impediment to a deeply satisfying wor-
ship of the deities of Western classical music in a hos-
tile culture is not its availability it has never been more
easily available than now but the amount of time
required to develop this into a passion from its origins
in idle curiosity. It is no more difficult to develop a liking
for Beethoven than it is to develop a liking for
Renaissance drama: both require a little bit of curiosity,
a certain amount of training, and a reasonable amount
of exposure. In this they are different from the pleasure
of listening to a song by the Beatles or Madonna, from
reading a thriller or watching Schwarznegger. The struc-
tures of complex compositions work their way into a lis-
tener’s bloodstream like slow infusions of wine; regret-
tably, all that most modern Indian listeners are looking
for is a quick snort into instant delirium. For Beethoven
there’s really no option but to roll over. ●

Publisher and columnist who has written a novel.

Beethoven among the Cows. 
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Vinod Advani 

his has to be a conspiracy. One that is secretly
planned, plotted and perfectly executed by rival
record companies. Highly paid music honchos are

doing something unknown to the music lover. They are
manufacturing boy bands.This is not a fantasy. How
else can one account for the number of girl groups and
boy bands that sprout every six months or so like a rash
of wild mushrooms? Is there, therefore, a secret facto-
ry somewhere in the innards of America that manufac-
tures groups designed to sell pop to teeny boppers?

If you are a serious rock and roller or even a pop
music fan, you’re probably wondering what the next big
thing in music will be. Stop holding your breath. The
musical equivalent of fast food is being perfected and

sold to you. In the form of teenybop pop. Regardless of
your age, whether you are 16 or 60, your life, whether
you like it or not, is now being ruled by bland concoc-
tions. Junk food, Hollywood, soap operas, talk shows
and now teenybop pop rule. You are, and you have
probably not realised it, the innocent victim. And guess
who is laughing all the way to the bank?

Last year, the BSB’s (Backstreet Boys) third album
shocked industry watchers by selling more than one
million albums in its first week of release. That’s six

zeroes to which another zero is added to give you a
sales figure of $ten million (if one were to calculate an
average price of $10 an album sold). This year,
Millenium’s record was broken by another boy band.
‘Nsync’s No Strings Attached, released in March sold
two million-plus within a week of its release.

Now look at how girl pop stars Britney Spears and
Christina Aguilera have fared. Both bitter rivals, they
have one thing in common. A massive fan following
which translates into massive album sales which trans-
lates into massive amounts of money which translates
to ecstatic industry executives which translates to good
business for banks. Feel left out of this happy-happy cir-
cle? Don’t be. Your money has made the difference to
their kitty.Whatever be your opinion of teenybop pop, a
singular fact is crystal clear. It is the most successful
musical movement in the U.S. since Kurt Cobain killed
himself, which in turn killed Grunge, the last big musical
genre that was a cheerful money spinner. Like it or not,
whatever happens in the United States in pop culture,
be it art, film or music, it has its ripple effect on the rest
of the world. Call it Kulcher, with suitable disdain. But
Kulcher, like it or not, sells. And whenever vast amounts

of money are made publicly, people
rush in to confer respectability.

For example, would you have
ever believed that the pioneer of
rock journalism worldwide, the
esteemed Rolling Stones would
feature BSBs as their reader
selected artists of the year, by stat-
ing, “Boy bands, guy rock, what’s
the big difference?” Popularity, as
we can clearly see, is a great per-
suader. A New York critic declared,
that ‘Nsync are, “ talented young
men who have taken the modern
male choir to the next level.”
Maybe he thought they were
singing Mahler? Recently in a con-
cert, BSBs shared the stage with
no less an artiste than Sting. How

could the latter have allowed this to happen? It was as
strange as if Govinda and Kamal Hassan would act
together.

So where does the appeal come from? Well, each
member of BSBs, Boyzone, 98:, Code Red, ‘Nsync, is
chosen for looks, physique and dancing ability. Never
mind if you cannot compose or sing well, all that can
come later. Accomplished songwriters are brought in to
compose songs that will not challenge the vocal pipes
of the boys. The songs are variations of only two

Teenybop
pop 

T
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themes. The first in the lightly funky type, the kind of
pumped up beat that you can exercise to. Example?
‘Nsyncs’ new hit Bye Bye Bye, which seems to appeal
to ages as low as five years. The second theme is the
soothing ballad kind. The kind of song that works as a
balm for your wound. The kind of song you wave both
your hands to in the air from right to left to right.
Example, Celine Dion’s massive hit from the Titanic
block buster, “My Heart Will Go On.”

If record labels do not wish to engage songwriters, its
much easier to buy other people’s already recorded
songs. Example? Almost all of Boyzone’s number one
hits are those composed and sung to Bee Gees and
Cat Stevens. Not that the Bee Gees are complaining,
what with the
hefty sums of
money coming
their way as
rights and royal-
ty.

It works differ-
ently for the girls.
Britney Spears,
C h r i s t i n a
Aguilera, Jessica
Simpson and
Mandy Moore
are all projected
as nubile
nymphets whom
you can lust after
but not touch.
They are tight
bodied, unbut-
toned, pin-up
fantasies and that’s what they’ll always remain. Lolita
fantasies, especially in the case of 16-year-old Mandy
Moore. Britney sings songs like “Do it to me one more
time” and then states publicly that she will remain a vir-
gin till she gets married. Likewise Christine, whose
recent No. one hit has lyrics like “I’m a genie in a bot-
tle, You got to rub me the right way”.

Teenybop pop existed in the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s
too. Except that the basic idea has dramatically shifted
from originality to imitation. In those decades, writing,
producing and instrument playing was also done by
others. But at least the songs were memorable. There
was craft, there was melody, and at times there was
even quirkiness. There were the white boybands like
the Osmonds and Take That. There were the black boy-
bands like the Jackson Five and Boyz II Men.

Today, the music boy bands are so bland and so

sound alike, it’s almost not music. It’s bubblegum to be
chewed. It’s not a trip to Disney land, it’s living life per-
manently inside Disneyland. Finally it is baffling. How
else do you explain the following lyrics to a hit called “I
Want It That Way?” First the guy sings, “Believe me
when I say, I want it that way? “ Then, he sings to his
girl, “I never wanna hear you say, I want it that way.” To
which I say, No Way Anyway. ●

The writer is an expert on Western 

music, and lives in Mumbai.
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Piali Banerjee 

ere’s an honest confession. You do not expect
someone whose tryst with music began 65 years
ago on a home-made crystal

radio set and whose taste was
honed on K. L. Sehgal and Pankaj
Mallick, to tap his feet sportingly
to current Indipop. You expect
censure (at modernity) and nos-
talgia (for the good old days). 

The nostalgia is there, of
course. His eyes mist over with it
when he rates the pre-
Independence years as the “gold-
en era” of Hindi film music. But
not once during the one-hour con-
versation does Ameen Sayani sit
in judgment on any music or any
lyrics of any era. “Each genera-
tion has a way of expressing
itself, of showing its enthusiasm and burning its ener-
gy,” he reasons. “And each trend is relevant and justi-
fied in society.”

Rather than old or modern, folksy or westernised,
Sayani would prefer to classify the musical ages into
pre-playback and post-playback, having had the experi-
ence of wading through loads of music of both genres,
when he first started the now legendary Binaca Geet
Mala for Radio Ceylon in 1952. “There’s a lot of differ-
ence between the pre and post-playback eras,” he
says. “Pre-playback music was often raucous for not all
the actors and actresses could sing. And if one follows
the career graph of Anil Biswas (whom I would call the
Bhishma Pitamaha of Indian music) it is easy to see the
difference between the two eras. His best years of cre-
ativity came through when he got singers like Lata
Mangeshkar and Talat Mahmood to playback for him.
That was the time, in the mid-forties, when music really
became music.”

In this era, he lists the five “seniormost creators of
most fascinating music” as Anil Biswas, C.
Ramachandran, Roshan, Madan Mohan and S. D.
Burman. Followed by the “soulful” Khayaam and Jaidev
and the “more lively” Shankar-Jaikishen, O. P. Nayyar
and Salil Choudhury. After whom, music took on the
colours of “pop” with R. D. Burman, Kalyanji-Anandji,
Laxmikant-Pyarelal, etc.

“From the mid-forties to the mid-seventies, there was
a coming together of the greats,” he remarks. “Not just
in music direction but also in lyric writing - with Sahir
Ludhianvi, Hasrat Jaipuri, Majrooh Sultanpuri,

Shailendra, et al. They all worked together to create a
great cultural upsurge. And the only reason I can find for
this is that it was the era in which all Indians were fired
by the idea of moving into freedom. The national strug-
gle and the gaining of Independence led to a spurt of
creativity. Simply because everyone was proud to be an
Indian and did their work with passion and depth. The
team spirit emerged strong at that time, with very little
time for individual jealousies. And it showed in our
music.” As far as the influence of western music on
Indian tunes goes, Sayani shrugs and says that it is an
age-old trend which has only been stepped up now. A
trend which can be traced back to Pankaj Mallick’s
famous “Piya milan ko jaana”. Where the words talk
about a girl gently tiptoeing across to meet her beloved,
but the tune is a typically westernised marching tune,
complete with drumbeats!

“Naushad too used westernised orchestra in his
days, and used it to his advantage,” he adds. “But later,
there were music directors who used huge orchestras,
with 40 violins in them, without understanding western
music at all! The result was often hotchpotch tunes and
a lot of noise... But this phase was short-lived. For with
the arrival of Salil Choudhury and later R. D. Burman,
things fell into place. Salil had good knowledge of the
western symphony and R.D. mixed and matched Indian
and western music excellently.”

Each trend is relevant 

H
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The first real “pop” song in Hindi films came with
Nazia Hassan’s “Aap jaisa koi” in “Qurbani”. A song
which took youngsters and the music industry by storm.
“Elders like us, of course, found it a little odd initially.
But later, I realised that the more I heard the song, the
more I liked it too!” laughs Sayani.

Today non-film pop music is a rage and film music is
facing popular competition for the first time - the result
of the popularity of television and the growing impor-
tance of the visual aspect of music. The early birds in
this trend being Usha Uthup and Sharon Prabhakar,
who unfortunately didn’t reap as much as they sowed
because of being ahead of their time.

And now to the burning question of the day - how
does plagiarism of tunes today compare to earlier
years?In reply, he narrates the famous joke about an
assistant rushing up to the late Kalyanji and asking him
to sue a composer who had taken one of his tunes.
Kalyanji’s reply was classic. He said that he couldn’t
possibly sue the composer since he himself had taken
the tune from someone else.

“Finally, there are seven notes and so many combi-
nations of these notes,” continues Sayani. “So all
music directors take ‘inspiration’, from those before
them, or elsewhere. I once did a show called
Inspirations, which was a tongue-in-cheek programme
about who had ficked what music from where! While
doing that show I had discovered that everyone, from
Madan Mohan to S. D. Burman to Shankar-Jaikishen to
all the other greats, has merrily taken tunes from west-
ern compositions at some point or the other. Including
Naushad... So I don’t see any harm in being inspired by
someone else, but the beauty lies in taking another tune
and adapting it perfectly to suit the Indian taste.”

If there was a decade in the Eighties when quality of
music went down and lyrics turned mundane, Sayani
blames it on the times. “That was the time when socie-
ty was disillusioned and angry and films turned violent
and sexy. So music had to suffer too,” he says. “Songs
then had to be more powerful than melodious. But now
love and romance and melody are back. And that’s a
good sign.”

There is a post-script to the happy ending, of course.
Ameen Sayani sincerely wishes that the trend of
“remix” will disappear soon - it being the one and only
modern trend that happens to invite his censure. ●

The author is a Mumbai based freelance writer.
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Shubha Mudgal 

n the innumerable Krishna temples that are spread
throughout northern India, the word raag is often
considered synonymous with kirtan, and raag sewa,

or the practice of making a musical offering to Krishna,
is an essential part of worship ritual. In these temples
music is made and poetry written with the express pur-
pose of pleasing Krishna, who, otherwise would not
accept the bhog offerings of food, cash donations,
clothes and jewellery made to him by devotees. This
perhaps is then a living example of the synergy between

bhakti or devotion and Indian music that is so often
referred to in theory but not in practice.

So significant is music in the service of Krishna that
the Padma Purana states that the name of the Lord ren-
dered once in song with sincerity is unparalleled and far
exceeds the power of japa or chanting, and yajna or cer-
emonial prayer ritual. It is no wonder then that music
forms an integral part of worship in each of the five main
Vaishnav sects, namely, the Vallabh, Chaitanya (or
Gaudiya), Radha Vallabh, Nimbark and Haridasi (or
Sakhi) sampradayas where “service of an image is
commonly said to comprise three elements, namely
food (bhog), music (raag), and finery (shringar).”
Devotees are therefore encouraged to make personal
contact with a svarup or divine manifestation, and serve
him as they would serve a dear one.

Followers of these five main streams and their tribu-
taries offer prayers to Krishna at eight significant times

of the day in a daily worship cycle known as ashtayam
sewa. Since no offering is complete without an offering
of music, there are different verses that are rendered by
hereditary temple musicians called kirtaniyas, kirtankars
or samajiyas or rasiyas at each of these occasions.
Thus the temples reverberate with the sounds of music
that is rich and varied, with elements of classical and
folk music, from dawn when the doors of the temple are
thrown open to devotees for Mangala Aarti, to evening
when the lord and his consorts retire from the public
eye after Shayan Arti.

The sewa or service schedule is in most
cases in the following sequence:

Mangala aarti between 5 a.m. and 7 a.m.
Shringar aarti from approximately 7 a.m. to 8 a.m.
Gwaal from about 9 a.m. to 10 a.m.
Raj Bhog from 10 to noon,
Utthaapan from about 3 p.m. to 4.30 p.m.
Bhog from about 5 p.m.
Sandhya aarti at approximately 6.30 p.m.
Shayan samaya between 7 p.m. and 8 p.m.

These eight watches of the day form the daily service
or nitya sewa performed in most Krishna temples,
although the names may vary marginally from one sect
to the other. For example, in the Gaudiya sect of
Chaitanya followers, the eight services begin with
Nishaant Leela, followed by Praat Leela bhajan,
Purvaanh Leela bhajan, Madhyaanh Leela bhajan,

Singing to Krishna 
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Uparaanh Leela bhajan, Sanyam Leela bhajan, Pradoshi
Leela bhajan and the concluding Ratri Leela bhajan.

What is more significant to music lovers is that
through the day, each activity in the temple is inextrica-
bly intertwined and complemented by lyrics and music,
written and composed for an audience that comprises
of only the lord. The temples therefore contain and nur-
ture within them a world of compelling texts and music,
touching upon every aspect of life, love, the seasons,
festivals, moods, and philosophy.

Mangala at the break of day would therefore begin
with the kirtaniya singing “Jaago Gopal laal janani bali
jayi..” to the strains of the majestic Raag Bhairav. The
lord’s morning shringaar or adornment would also be
completed to the accompaniment of verses such as
“Aavo Gopal shringaar banaaoon” set to Raag Bilawal
that describe the fragrant warm bathwater used for the
lord’s morning bath, the garland of flowers that his
mother lovingly strings to adorn him, his bejewelled
headgear, and colourful clothes in shades of royal pur-
ple and red. An evening meal or dinner too is served to
the accompaniment of verses known as byaroo ke pad
where the text describes the golden cup in which warm
milk is offered to Krishna. He is lulled to sleep with
appropriate verses known as shayan ke pad or slumber
verses!

There is also special music for utsavas or annual fes-
tivals and celebrations. Dasara, Deepavali, Holi, Makar
Sankranti, Vasant Panchami, Akshaya Tritiya, Raksha
Bandhan, Krishna Janmashtami and Sharad Purnima
are some of the many celebrations of significance for
Krishna worshippers, and Krishna’s musicians have
special compositions for each of these events. Not only
do the texts of festival songs describe rituals connect-
ed with the celebrations such as the lighting of oil lamps
at Deepavali, but they are also musico-poetic guides to
the flora, fauna, food and clothing habits typical of North
India. Winter verses therefore describe Krishna and
Radha snuggling under a quilt or razai with a stove or
angeethi warming the cold frosty air. Mewa (dry fruits)
and mithai (sweetmeats) that are traditionally
exchanged at Deepavali also find mention in the music
of the season.

These and other temple texts are rendered musically
in a variety of styles that reflect varied stylistic and
regional influences. While the influence of the classical
dhrupad and dhammar is most evident in Haveli
Sangeet, the music of the Krishna temples of the
Vallabh sect, the Naam-kirtan of the Gaudiya sect is
unmistakably influenced by the folk music of Bengal.
The use of the pakhawaj as accompaniment for kirtan or
samaj is akin to the conventional accompaniment of the

pakhawaj for classical dhrupad-dhammar singing. On
the other hand, as the music moves away from the aus-
tere raag -bound classical forms towards community
singing, the Chaitanya sect prefers to use the lighter
sounding khol instead of the pakhawaj for accompani-
ment on the drums.

The music of Krishna temples thus includes a variety
of instruments ranging from string instruments such as
the been, sarangi, and tanpura; to drums like the
pakhawaj, naqqara, dhumsa, dhol, and daff; wind instru-
ments such as the shehnai, karnal and the shankh or
conch; and percussion instruments like the jhanjh and
manjira. The harmonium too is now accepted as part of
the temple ensemble, although its addition is said to be
only a hundred years old according to scholars such as
Anne Marie Gaston. 

Raags in the temple tradition are categorised both
according to the classically accepted diurnal and noc-
turnal time theory, as well as by virtue of their being
“hot” or “cold” raags. Thus raags such as Bhairav,
Devgandhar, Bilawal, Vibhas and Suha are termed
“cold” morning raags, while Purvi, Gauri, Nat and
Kalyan are evening raags also with a cold temperament.
“Warm” morning raags such as Lalit, Todi and Asavari
are, on the other hand, considered appropriate for dar-
shan or “occasions of visitation” during climatically
warmer times in the year. Rhythmic structure in temple
music follows the conventions of classical music. Thus
taals such as chautaal (of 12 beats), rupak (7 beats),
dhamar (14 beats), charchari (10 beats) and aadi (8
beats) are commonly used.

While the influence of dhrupad and dhammar is amply
evident in the music of Krishna temples, the student of
khayal will also come across texts that have been bor-
rowed from Vaishnava temples such as the classic
“Banre balaiyan lyongi” in Yaman. Contemporary expo-
nents of khayal such as Pandit Jasraj and Shruti
Sadolikar Katkar among others have extended their
repertoires to include verses from Krishna temples
thereby sharing the musical and literary treasures of
Vaishnava temples with music lovers of today. ●

The writer is a Hindustani musician based in New Delhi.
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G. Dwarakanath 

he music will blow your mind to pieces” - said an
advertisement recently about a pop music con-
cert. If the mind is blown up, what remains?

Nothing, obviously. There is nothing to feel happy or
sad. That seemed true at the end of the concert when
the young things who attended the performance were
seen walking back to their vehicles like robots - mind-
less machines. 

It was apparent that the very loud sound they heard -
it has still to be called “music” for want of a better word
- had done its job well. How can
music do it? Comes the answer from
a research project report in the
Sunday Telegraph of February 20,
2000. 

“Loud music stimulates a part of
the ear connected to the brain’s
pleasure centre which controls the
body’s craving for sex and food.
People’s response to the thumping
beat of pop music is controlled by a
tiny organ in the inner ear called the
sacculus which till now was thought
to have nothing to do with any hear-
ing function. The sacculus normally
controls a person’s sense of balance
but is also sensitive to noises above
90 decibels. When the volume of a
sound is turned up it generates vibra-
tions that are picked up by the sac-
culus, according to Dr. Neil Todd,
who led the research team. The dis-
tribution of frequencies that are typi-
cal in rock concerts and at dance
clubs almost seem designed to stim-
ulate the sacculus, Dr. Todd told the New Scientist.”

Young men and women do get their “mind blown up”
in rock concerts, but it must be a pleasant surprise that
babies react adversely to the noise called pop music
but are happy with Mozart, Bach and Beethoven. 

Prof. Colwyn Trevarthan, a professor of psychology
at Edinburgh University found that babies have an
innate sense of rhythm. The infantile gurgles when set
down to musical notation, turn out to have an adgio
beat (Sunday Telegraph, August 20, 2000). In his regu-

lar column, Dr. James Le Fann further writes:  “Babies
can even interpret the emotional contents of a piece of
music.” “They can recognise happiness, anger and
sadness,” Prof. Trevarthan is reported as saying.
Babies show a preference for light, gentle and joyful
sounds. They are not apparently keen on rock music
because “it is too passionate and frightens them.” 

“.... For the past decade, an organisation called
Fustart, based in Valencia in Spain, has been promoting
the benefits of intra-uterine music. From the 28th week
of pregnancy, mothers are encouraged to place stereo
headphones over their tummies so that the babies can
enjoy a few (classical) musical minutes everyday. This

apparently ‘advances their intellectual
and even physical development.’
Infants exposed to prenatal classical
music performed much better in tests
done six months after their birth. They
stay seated upright longer and are
more aware of the existence of hidden
objects.”

With this background it is a remark-
able experience to realise that exactly
opposite effects result from listening
to Carnatic music as developed by our
own musicians, musicologists and
composers. A soothing effect on the
mind and slow but sure change-over to
nobler thoughts and actions are the
more noticeable results. Purandara
Dasa, the Karnataka Sangeeta
Pitamaha, was the first to fuse the
bhava (sahitya), raga and laya into an
organic whole from which you cannot
separate the ingredients. “And this
music must be imbued with love for
the Divine.” And he stipulates, among
others, the existence of a peaceful

environment, and music, he says, must increase joy.
(Taalabeku, thakka mela beku, Bhairavi) Obviously loud
music that stimulates desire for food and flesh has no
place here. 

Thyagaraja is even more graphic. Musical notes, he
says, are “sundarulu” (Sobillu Saptaswara). A whole
volume can be written on what this means but can be
roughly described as “beautiful and delicate damsels.”
The musical notes must be sung in such a way as to
enhance the beauty of these swara devatas. Singing

How loud can “music”
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these delicate notes,
graduating from
notes (swaras) to
ragas and further up,
one can attain bliss,
with the mind in full
play in a state of joy.
Not just happiness
that is ephemeral,
unlike loud music
that “destroys the
mind.”

The loudest that
Carnatic music had
gone to before the
advent of the loud-
speakers and elec-
tronic gadgets was
perhaps band music.
The famous
Nathamuni band, for example, did play Krithis like
“Raghuvamsa” (Kadanakuthoohalam) and “Naa
Jeevaadhara” (Bilahari) louder than normal but they still
remained delicate. More recent experiments like
Kanyakumari’s ensembles of 25 violins or 50 violins -
playing together not only does not “destroy the mind”
but actually produces joy (not just happiness) and has
not sacrificed any of the delicate nuances of our music.
This is also true of some other orchestras like All India
Radio’s groups, although instruments like the harmoni-
um and saxophone remain a pain in the neck. 

The effect of such delicate classical music can best
be described in the words of a Pakistani musician who
performed in India a few decades back. “The whole
audience listens intently, the people close their eyes
and sway their heads in a rhythmical way. I am proud I
was able to produce music that creates these effects,
especially in South India. I would be proud to play for
such an audience any day.” Who can forget such
scenes in the vocal concerts of masters like Tiger
Varadachariar, Ariyakkudi Ramanuja Iyengar,
Semmangudi Srinivasa Iyer, Balamuralikrishna, M.S.
Subbulakshmi and D.K. Pattammal, or the violin solo
concerts of T.N. Krishnan and Lalgudi Jayaraman, or the
flute concerts of Mali (Mahalingam). 

Modern Carnatic composers too have preserved this
very delicate nature of music, even when they experi-
ment with new ragas. Listening to the most recent com-
positions of Balamurali, or Lalgudi Jayaraman or
Thanjavur Sankara Iyer shows they have sincerely
adhered to and preserved the traditional nature of our
music.

Can Carnatic songs be sung in pop style? 
That would plainly be ludicrous if one remembers that

the goals of the two systems are exactly opposite -
Carnatic music has its place in the heart and soul of a
person while the pop style concentrates on the lower
half of the human psyche. One experience may perhaps
be worth recording. “Krishna nee begane baaro” is a
song that when artistes like Balasaraswathi dance or
when one hears it in a concert, produces a joyous
response from the audience. However when one pop
artiste sang it in his own concert the response of a
young man in the audience was: the artiste’s murderous
assaults on this delineate flower is clearly asuric (demo-
niacal).

Loud music was not unknown to the ancients. War
music was obviously loud and served to increase the
determination of the soldiers to fight to win. 

One glaring example of loud music being used was in
the efforts to wake up Kumbhakarna, Ravana’s younger
brother. He had earlier, when the Creator appeared
before him, mispronounced the plea for
“Nirdevathwam” (devoid of Devas) as
“Nidrevathwam” (permanent sleep) which the Creator
immediately granted, with the result he was always
sleeping. He woke up once in six months to eat. 

When the fight with Rama was going against him,
Ravana ordered that Kumbhakarna be woken up to fight
for him. Shorn of exaggerations, the following is from
Valmiki Ramayana, Yuddha Khandam, 60th chapter. 

“The men prepared pleasant smelling foods and kept
mounds of them near the sleeping Rakshasa. Then they
patted him, prodded him with metal rods etc. Then they30
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sang his praises (sloka 38). They played conches. They
shouted at the top of their voices (sloka 38). Nothing
affected him.” 

The Rakshas then took out such musical instruments
as sankham, bheri, and panavam, and played loudly on
them along with loud clapping of their palms. Hearing
these sounds and such other sounds as Simhanaadam
(Lion’s roar) birds flew away in all directions and hid
themselves for safety (sloka 40). 

Nothing seemed to wake him up. Then the eager
Rakshasas surrounded Kumbhakarna. Ten thousand
Rakshasas all together then played on their mridangas,
panavas, bheris, many conches, (and produced deafen-
ing music) (sloka 45). There was no response. Later
they made animals like horses and camels hit him even
as they continued to play on their instruments. There
was still no response (sloka 48). This heavy noise filled
the air all over Lanka (sloka 50). The Rakshasas, angry
that their efforts failed, increased the volume of their
bheris along with loud shouting (sloka 54). “As a result
of all these, Kumbhakarna finally woke up and first ate
up all the attractive food preparations before him...” 

Does this description ring any bells? One thing is sure
- many of the modern day loud music makers must
surely be reincarnations of these who, in their earlier
birth, tried to use their talents to wake up
Kumbhakarna. Their music is appropriately Rakshasa
music, as opposed to the delicate Sangeetha which we
enjoy. ●
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V. Ramnarayan 

inging stars! Doesn’t the epithet take you back
a long way, when music was king and queen in
Indian cinema? Those were times when the suc-

cess of a play or film was measured by the number of
songs it featured, when encores prolonged them inde-
terminately - this happened even in silent films when the
music was provided live in front of the screen by an
assembled band.

Before playback singing came into being, the stars of
the day had to do their own singing - and not all of them
were musical, or could act to save their lives if they
were cast for their singing ability. 

Even if the resultant classic was quite unintentionally
funny, the fans were undeterred by such incidental
shortcomings, for watching and listening to (especially
the latter) their heroes and heroines was reward

enough. Mayavaram Krishnamurthy Tyagaraja
Bhagavatar was perhaps the biggest draw among the
singing stars of yesteryear, i.e., on a long term basis,
excluding the sensational screen appearances of musi-
cal talents such as M. S. Subbulakshmi or GNB from
another world. 

A classically trained musician, Bhagavatar had a pow-
erful yet pliant and mellifluous voice that traversed a
great range and negotiated curves and glissandos
seemingly effortlessly to the utter delight of millions of
fans. Among these ardent enthusiasts were the
cognoscenti as much as the man on the street. For
MKT’s music was classical, pure and unalloyed, but with
an appeal that transcended that of proscenium con-
certs. His greatest hit, “Haridas” ran for 114 weeks at
the Broadway theatre, Chennai, a record that remains
unbeaten to date. Bhagavatar dominated his plays and
films in which the female lead was no more than a prop

Singing stars 
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- until S. D. Subbulakshmi arrived, and changed all that,
giving as good as she got, as the pair extemporised on
stage. These electric exchanges led to their becoming
a hugely successful pair in films like “Pavalakkodi” and
“Naveena Sarangadhara”. Their songs “Siva peruman
kripai vendum” and “chanchalam teera” became chart-
busters.

S. D. Subbulakshmi, a discovery of director (and later,
husband) K. Subramaniam, was to achieve critical
acclaim in his ambitious “Tyaga Bhumi” (1939), a dis-
tinctly feminist film penned by Kalki Krishnamurti that
ran into censor trouble because of its “seditious” con-
tent. The song “desa sevai seyya vareer” sung play-
back by D. K. Pattammal for Subbulakshmi, joining a
procession of freedom fighters and giving musical
expression to patriotic sentiment led to the banning of
the film by the British government.

The other Subbulakshmi, M. S., was to lift the medi-
um of cinema to a higher plane when worshipping
crowds fell at her feet during the filming of “Meera,”
directed by Ellis R. Dungan and masterminded by hus-
band Sadasivam. For all the huge popularity of Kalki
Krishnamurti’s “katrinile varum geetam” and “anda
nalum vandidado” from this tale of a young female
Rajasthani saint, their impact could not exceed by too
much that of “Ma Ramanan (Papanasam Sivan)” from
her debut film “Seva Sadanam,” based on Premchand’s
reformist novel (made by that man K. Subramaniam,
who else?). The song served to redefine film music with
its unadulterated classicism; it has in fact passed into
the mainstream of the Carnatic concert oeuvre.

“Sakuntalai”, a musical based on Kalidasa’s classic,
had earlier starred that matinee idol among Carnatic
musicians, G. N. Balasubramaniam, opposite M.S. The
pair was a huge draw and the box office was kept busy
by this extravaganza by Dungan. The duets “premaiyil
yavum” and “manamohananga anangey” were respon-
sible for that success.

Arguably the greatest all round star among the singer-
actors of Tamil cinema was P. U. Chinnappa, who came
to films via the same route that Tyagaraja Bhagavatar
took - stage plays. Chinnappa could act and that is
where he was different from some of the other heroes,
like Bhagavatar, T. R. Mahalingam and G. N.
Balasubramaniam, essentially singers who strayed into
films. Following in his father’s footsteps, Pudukkottai
Ulaganatha Chinnasami became a stage actor at age
five, in 1922. The play “Sadaram”, the story of a thief,
catapulted Chinnappa to fame. His films “Aryamala,”
“Kannagi”, “Jagadalapratapan” and “Harishchandra”
established him as a leading actor, who besides singing
his own songs, fought his own fights, with mastery over

a number of martial arts. An unusual singing star was K.
B. Sundarambal, singularly lacking in oomph and a box
office draw for her golden voice and the devotional fer-
vour of her singing. Both on stage and in films, she cap-
tured the hearts of her adoring audiences playing male
and female roles with consummate ease. Her stage and
life partner S. G. Kittappa was perhaps the most talent-
ed singer Tamil films have seen, and together they
made history. Sundarambal sang songs that were to
become evergreen melodies in such films as
“Nandanar”, “Manimekhalai”, “Avvaiyar”,
“Tiruvilaiyadal” and “Poompuhar”. Her performance as
Avvai, the Tamil poet-saint, was so convincing that a
whole generation of children believed her to be the orig-
inal “Avvai Patti”. Another singing role she played was
male, that of Nandan in “Nandanar”, which also had the
classical vocalist Maharajapuram Viswanatha Iyer in it!
In “Manimekalai”, that followed, Sundarambal was
paired with Kothamangalam Cheenu, a fine singer who
was later consigned to oblivion.

Chittoor V. Nagiah is another famous actor who was
capable of singing his own songs most capably, for he
was a fully trained Carnatic vocalist, a conscientious
one at that. For his role as Tyagaraja in the film on the
celebrated composer’s life, he reportedly took lessons
from GNB and Musiri Subramania Iyer, himself a singing
star in and as Tukaram!

Carnatic vocalist S. Rajam and his younger brother S.33
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Balachandar were both to sing songs in films in which
they acted. In fact, Balachandar, a child prodigy who
became famous as a veena player, was a versatile all
rounder, who acted in and directed films, besides play-
ing many instruments.

Of South India’s singing stars of a more recent vin-
tage, P. Bhanumati and Rajkumar have achieved greater
fame than most. Bhanumati who later became the prin-
cipal of the Government Music College, Madras, was a
classically trained vocalist who had early success
singing her own songs in Tamil and Telugu, but the
Kannada star was a late bloomer, who yet became an
enduring icon in his dual role. Like Bhanumati, S.
Varalakshmi is another actress from Andhra who had a
nice singing voice and used it to effect in films.  

Chandrababu, the comedian, sang his own songs, but
often of a comic variety. (Example: Nan oru muttalunga).
He knew his western music enough though to compose
for films. Manorama, the comedienne is an accom-
plished singer too, with a stage background like many
before her.

Besides well known playback singers T. M.
Soundararajan and Sirkazhi Govindarajan - not to men-

tion the poet-lyricist Kannadasan - who could not resist
the pull of greasepaint, one man who has sung well
enough in films to merit serious consideration as a full-
time practitioner has been actor Kamal Hasan, who has
sung quite a few numbers with great enthusiasm. Music
director Ilayaraja - like M. S. Viswanathan - is another
who has dabbled in singing for films, besides his more
serious pursuit of composing and singing classical
songs. 

Kamal Hasan may be the last of the singing stars,
albeit an occasional one, given the increasing speciali-
sation in Tamil cinema. So many actors have their lines
dubbed by others that soon we may have an elite class
of actors known as speaking stars! ●
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Bombay Jayashri Ramnath 

usic has the power to cause emotions to well
up within us. These feelings are gripping - often
irresistible - and seem to emerge from

nowhere. These feelings colour our moods, affect our
perceptions and generate a behavioural pattern. The
indisputable fact about music is its power to evoke
emotions. Is there anyone, for whom, music is com-
pletely emotional - neutral? Music has the ability to
inevitably tap the still, mysterious deep well of our
emotions. However, music can produce various emo-
tional responses in different individuals and even dif-
ferent responses in the same person at different
times. Music may produce expressions of various
emotions - peaceful, relaxing, exciting, festive, boring,
unsettling, unstimulating, invigorating ... and so on.

Music is an extremely versatile medium of commu-
nication. It is capable of exploring all the features that
are used in verbal communication. Moreover, it does
so in an explicit and structured way, which makes it an
interesting and useful window into human communica-
tion, in general.

The repetition of a line as in a lullaby, the regular
beating of a drum - they produce a feeling of physical
ease and lull the child to sleep. The rhythmic sound of
the train, of waves breaking on the shore, the song of
a cricket at night - why, even the electric fan is able to
produce a soothing physical quiet. But good music
does not stop there. It touches our emotions. True
music really far deeper and touches our very soul and
leaves its imprint on us. It may not be possible to
explain or describe this reaction in ordinary language.
It can only be felt. It is one of those mystic experi-
ences, which baffle analytical explanation.

Music is known to endow the listener with aesthetic
or intellectual pleasure. It can be simple, complex,
subtle, overt - and these features may reside in one of
the different aspects of the music e.g. rhythm, melody.
Some of the greatness of music however, lies in its
holistic nature that all the elements form a unique
wholeness which may not be understood by studying
the parts separately. However complex, music is read-
ily appreciated by the mind without the need for formal
knowledge.

The lay listener may not be able to hear which instru-
ments are playing, or which pitches are used. Yet, he

or she may have no problem appreciating the music as
a whole. An experienced listener, on the other hand,
may be able to transcribe every note, but might still be
at a loss to understand why the music is so pleasing
to listen to even for the time!

As a performer, I believe that music can recreate
emotions and get the listeners involved with my emo-
tions. Any particular music has an inherent emotion.
And, there is the emotion that one feels while render-
ing. Besides, the listener is in an emotional state while
listening to that music - which is also important
because it could be possible that this will now be
linked to the emotional state of the listener. So he or
she can use the song to recreate this emotion. Very
often we hear people say “This is my song” and feel
that special emotion again.

Rhythm and melody are two facets of music that
lend themselves to enjoyment in their individual capac-
ities. The experience of beat and rhythm has a simple
relation with joy, well-being and even excitement.
Babies spontaneously start to rock and move when
they hear music with a pronounced beat in a medium
or fast tempo. By changing rhythm, we can change the
aesthetic appeal of a piece of music. Even a change of
tempo can cause variations in the aesthetic appeal.

Similarly, melody, which is the soul of music, can
create different types of feelings in listeners. Some
melodies bring soulfulness, some sadness, some
bring jubilance or tranquility.

Music is created from the heart and moulded by
emotion. As musicians, we are inherently creative - so
people say - and we have the ability to derive intense
pleasure from a particular piece of music, which we lis-
ten to or produce. Here, I am referring to an aesthetic
experience, which everybody must have felt. Tears of
joy, a tug at the heart, goose pimples... True art always
comes as an irresistible inner urge. We hear a song of
Thyagaraja and are enthralled just as we gaze at a
majestic temple or an ancient sculpture with wonder.
All such works of art are the result of an inner urge.
That is why it is something inherently beautiful.

... And there can be no enjoyment more impersonal
and sublimating than what it offers. It prepares the
very soul for something higher. ●

The writer is a Carnatic musician based in Chennai.
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T. M. Krishna 

eligion plays an important part in the life of any
Indian. Religious beliefs and faiths are imbibed by
us from birth. We live in an atmosphere, which

relies on the Supreme, and our whole psyche draws a
lot of strength from this connection. Gods and god-
desses or faith is needed to justify decisions or give

explanations for happenings. This is not a new phenom-
enon. This approach to life has existed probably for hun-
dreds of years. I am not trying to debunk it or glorify it.

Against this background, it is interesting to analyse
the role of religion in Carnatic music. Many questions
arise in my mind; has Carnatic music always been reli-
gious in content? Is religion required for the under-
standing or appreciation of Carnatic music? What is
bhakthi in music? Can we separate religion from music?

Just like in any respect of Indian history, in Indian
music too, it is difficult to look back beyond a certain
period because mythology gets woven into the reality.
Indian music is said to have originated from the Vedas.
From this point, religion has become part and parcel of
our music. The content of Carnatic music is probably
the only aspect that has remained constant in the last
15 centuries. One of the earliest musical forms, the the-

varams which belong to the 7th Century, are religious
lyrics, as are the divya prabandams which formed part
of temple music. Temples were the earliest patrons of
music along with the royalty. Temples were the hub of
all cultural activity and artistic expression. Culture itself
was rooted in religion. Music was considered one of the
best forms of worship. Nadopasana is considered a
path to enlightenment and a method to serve the
Supreme. The Vedas, the Upanishads, the Puranas all

contain references to
music.

Carnatic music evolved
from sacred music but
though it moved through
time into the realm of “art
music” the content never
changed. It is interesting to
observe here that western
classical music too had its
beginnings in church music
but it has evolved a com-
pletely independent identi-
ty. This has not happened
to carnatic music.

In the 12th, 13th and 14th
centuries, the bhakthi
movement helped to dis-
seminate Carnatic music to
the populace by introducing
bhajana sangeetham. This
encouraged congregational

singing in the temples and thus was an effective com-
munity building exercise. Composers of this period like
Sadasiva Brahmendra, Bhodendra, Narayana theertha,
all composed music in praise of the Divine.

The musical trinity Thyagaraja, Muthuswamy Dikshitar
and Shyamashastri were all religious people who com-
posed on their ishta devata or on the temples they vis-
ited - on the whole, mainly compositions on gods and
goddesses.

The only musical forms that were non-religious in
nature were the padams and javalis. These composi-
tions were erotic in content and many times non-reli-
gious. During the pre-independence days, songs were
written based on the freedom movement.

The treatises on Indian music show that a lot of sci-
entific thinking has gone into the analysis of carnatic
music. At the same time, some texts contain references

The religious connection 
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to gods and goddess as great musicians along with the
men of music. Many ragas are named after gods and it
is believed that each god has a favourite raga. This is a
unique feature because it shows the existence of both
scientific and religious thought on the same platform. Is
not science opposed to religion? But, in Carnatic music
they have coexisted and grown together.

Even with the advent of Kutcheri music in the late
1800s, the lyrical content remained the same.

Why? Is it because Carnatic music is gospel? Is it
because religion is the best way to attract more people
into the fold? Or is it because religion gives music a halo
and respect to the art?

May be Carnatic music has to have a religious link to
survive? It is sacred. Vijay Siva (carnatic musician) feels
“today music and religion are inseparable. The link is
very vital as it is the religious background that makes it
exist in spite of competition from the media”.

Religion definitely does add a halo to our music and
has helped in increasing its reach. Religious festivals
and functions have always included concerts on their
agenda. But does the religious background have a neg-
ative connotation? First of all, we have to accept that
religion is a block to get people of other communities
into the art. May be, but as in any field in India, we auto-
matically sanctify and ritualise everything which makes
the whole context different. This can be avoided.

The religious connection also affects the perspective
of the people in the field. At times the priority tilts
towards the religious rather than the music itself. The
problem with this is that we forget that Carnatic music
by itself can be a very deep and moving experience.
There are concerts that have moved me to tears not
because I understood the lyrics or because I pictured
the gods or goddesses but because of the power of the
music.

Religion also influences our view of the artiste or the
composer. Thyagaraja, Muthuswamy Dikshithar or
Shyama Shastri were musical geniuses and their com-
positions are masterpieces because they were extraor-
dinary musicians. Their understanding of the musical
idiom was par excellence. Their religious choices were
personal which brought forth the lyrical outpourings.
We sometimes tend to give the credit for their compo-
sitions to the Divine rather than to the individual. Only a
change in this view can increase our understanding and
respect for them.

This leads us to another closely connected area -
bhakti. There are occasions when a rasika approaches
a musician after a concert and tells him that the rendi-
tion of a song brought to his mind the Lord himself.
Here we see bhakthi towards the Divine in the package

of music. Now the question - was the artist deeply
devoted to the god while singing? Yes, it is possible.
But there is another possibility. The devotion could have
been only towards the raga, the music and the art. The
complete involvement and dedication to the music -
devotion - bhakthi itself can be a spiritual experience.
Bhakthi exists in our music irrespective of content. If
not, a non-believer will never make a deep impact on
the listener. It would be equal to saying that your reli-
gious choices make your music.

Music itself is a religion to some. “If religion is a sys-
tem of faith and worship, that is what music is to me. It
is possibly something that I have all my faith on, some-
thing that I do and think about most of the time,” says
Bombay Jaishree Ramnath, Carnatic musician. For a
sculptor, it does not matter whether he is sculpting a
bird, human or Siva. To him the experience of the medi-
um of his expression, “sculpting”, is the divine. This is
something we seem to forget with regard to Carnatic
music.

It is more important that we understand Carnatic
music as an art form, if it has to spread and flourish in
the new millennium. Respect and reverence has to be
given to the art for its depth, intensity and grandeur, as
art music. Its lyrical content is a personal choice made
by the composers and does not define the music.

The raga, tala, thanam and the aesthetics of the
krithis constitute Carnatic music. The spirituality that we
derive from the music is by itself a journey of bliss.
Carnatic music is definitely an art that gives us emo-
tional and intellectual satisfaction. The growth and
development of Carnatic music through the centuries is
a testimony to the greatness of the Indian mind. The
way the music has changed, adapted but at the same
time retained its core, is a wonderful feature. From the
days of the thevaram to today, Carnatic music has had
a glorious growth and will continue to do so. It needs to
be taken to the international arena parallel with any
other classical form. This can be achieved if we under-
stand it in the right perspective and don’t lose it to reli-
gion. This is not a call to discard religion from music but
a call to understand carnatic music independently. ●

The writer is a Carnatic musician based in Chennai. 
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V. Gangadhar 

inger Manna Dey was clearly surprised when
informed that a couple of songs he had heard in a
concert to honour him were his own compositions

from the long-forgotten films “Tamasha” and
“Chamki.” The famous singer, at the start of his career
with the Hindi film world in Mumbai in the early 1950s,
had composed tunes for some films. Music directors
Naushad Ali, Anil Biswas and the family members of the
late Ghulam Mohammad Husanlal Bhagatram were
moved when they listened to compositions from the
first films they had handled. Some of these were nearly
50 years old. Audiences at such musical evenings were
ecstatic. “Thank you, thank you,” exclaimed veteran
Marathi journalist Neela Upadhye. “You people had res-
urrected my youth which was full of pleasant memories
because of these wonderful songs.”

A magic show? Journey by Time Machine? No, the
pleasant peep into the musical past was provided by
45-year old Manohar Iyer and his dedicated associates
through their three-year-old organisation, “Keep Alive.”
Their 12 shows during this period, had fired the fancy of
music lovers. Today, halls are packed, membership has
shot up to around 1,200 and music lovers are lapping
up the 40-odd songs featured in every programme.
More important, the creators of these immortal tunes
and their family members are thrilled at this new-found
recognition and honour bestowed upon them.
Observed Naushad: “In entire Mumbai, there is only
one Manohar Iyer who had taken pains to appreciate
vintage film music and its creators.”

The idea behind starting “Keep Alive” was clear. For
many of us, barring a privileged few collectors of vin-

tage music, songs from the golden era of Hindi film
music, from the 1940s to the 1960s, remained a distant
dream. Worse, they were drowned in the cacophony
which was modern film music. Meaningful lyrics had
almost been forgotten and were replaced by trash such
as “Tu hai meri Pepsi Cola, mein hoon tera Coca Cola!”
But can we turn the clock back and recapture the music
of the vintage era?

Manohar Iyer, a native of Thrissur but born and
brought up in Mumbai, was a passionate follower of
Hindi film music on Radio Ceylon even during his school
days. The passion continued to burn while he complet-
ed his M.Com. and worked for 16 years at the IDBI. He
had taped numerous melodies from the radio, studied
the lives and careers of famous music directors and lyri-
cists. In the 1980s, as noise replaced melody in Hindi
film music, Iyer could not withstand the body blow. “I
could not bear the loud tunes and the cheap lyrics which
accompanied the crude dance sequences of a
Jeetendra or a Sridevi. Was this going to be the fate of
Hindi film music?” he asked himself. Iyer, while organis-
ing musical shows and “Antakshri” competitions at the

Keeping
alive 
vintage
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IDBI and other venues like the Vile Parle Seva Mandal
came across others who shared his views. A core
group made up of promising, young singers who
worked for recording companies in Mumbai and enthu-
siastic workers was formed. 

Most of the singers belonged to Tamil Nadu and
Kerala, but having been brought up and trained in music
in Mumbai, possessed excellent diction. Explained
Srikant Narayan, one of the leading singers of the
group, “Till date no one had complained that I sang
Hindi songs like a South Indian. We are always working
on our diction.” Manohar Iyer, going one step further,
speaks excellent Urdu and often comperes the shows
in that language.

Starting with a music programme on “50 Years of
Indian Independence” on August 14, 1997, “Keep
Alive” had surged ahead. The music directors honoured
included Ghulam Mohammad, Roshan, Naushad saab
and Madan Mohan. Versatile lyricists Majrooh
Sultanpuri, Shakeel Badayuni, singer Manna Dey, poet
Pradeep and the great showman of Hindi cinema, Raj
Kapoor, whose films were noted for their music were
also felicitated.

The music directors of yesteryear as well as the lyri-
cists who were never in the limelight responded posi-
tively and were thrilled at the recognition accorded to
them by “Keep Alive”. Explained Manohar Iyer: “The
people we honoured and their family members appreci-
ated our gestures. Hrithik Roshan sat through the entire
programme which honoured his grandfather, music
director the late Roshan. Grandmother Ira Roshan
keeps in touch. So does Naushad. The late Ghulam
Mohammad’s family had their ancestral home painted
and invited the “Keep Alive” group for a sumptuous
meal. Manna Dey was so impressed with the show,
that, despite his age (80), he ended up singing four
songs. Many of the VIP guests, on listening to melodies
which were more than 50 years old, were moved to
tears.

Meticulous preparations precede each show.
Manohar Iyer, from his vast collection, chooses around
50 songs, divides them into segments highlighting dif-
ferent stages of the careers of the music directors or
lyric writers concerned, and allots these to his group of
singers. “This is a job which I do myself,” explained
Manohar Iyer. “Just because one singer has a voice like
Mohamad Rafi, does not mean he will be given all the
Rafi songs. Much depends on his musical background,
training, sur, diction and so on. Our job is not to dupli-
cate great singers like Rafi, Mukesh or Talat Mahmood.
What is important is the song. Our audiences might not
have heard these songs for years, and we give these to

them.” The keyboard artistes are provided with the cho-
sen songs. Each programme requires about three full-
fledged rehearsals.

Such an approach suits the singers, most of whom
have been with Manohar from the beginning. Explains
singer Shailaja Subramanian, “Manohar has such vast
knowledge on the subject that all we have to do is fol-
low his instructions. The songs chosen cover every
mood, every stage of the career of the singer, compos-
er or the lyricist. He is also well organised and sends us
the cassettes of the songs we are going to sing well in
advance.”

The superb organisation, meticulous details and cali-
bre of the singers have boosted the popularity of the
organisation. Membership has been halted because of
the absence of large halls in the city. The fans include
not only seniors, but also boys and girls, many of whom
display enviable knowledge about vintage music. “We
have members from the age of 12 to 73” points out
Manohar Iyer. “I was delighted to learn that one of our
regulars, a 12-year-old boy, submitted a school essay
on ‘Keep Alive.’”

For both singers and audiences, “Keep Alive” is
something more than a musical fiesta, thanks to
Manohar’s extensive and knowledgeable compering of
the shows. Singer Sairam Iyer, who had been with
Manohar from the planning stages, points out that often
he sings numbers from the works of music directors he
has not even heard of. “My knowledge of Hindi film
music began with Naushad, but thanks to ‘Keep Alive’,
I have become aware of the greatness of composers
like Anil Biswas and Husanlal Bhagatram.”

Agreed another group member, Balasubramaniam of
Barclay’s Bank. “Keep Alive” has been a wonderful
educational experience. Besides reviving wonderful vin-
tage music, it taught him that good film songs were not
inferior to classical music. “I learnt a lot about classical
music and its ragas after listening to the film tunes
based on classical music,” enthused Bala.

The growing popularity of the organisation is matched
by mounting costs per programme, estimated at around
Rs. 75,000 per show. Cost of the gifts to the honoured
guests and artistes, hall rentals, and other expenses are
mounting. But Manohar Iyer is unfazed and is commit-
ted to many more programmes, the next one honouring
composer Sachin Dev Burman. From 2001, each show
may be held twice to accommodate all the members.

Make no mistake, “Keep Alive” has come to stay. ●

The writer is a columnist based in Mumbai.
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Sanjay Subramanian 

he Internet. It is everywhere. Even Semmangudi
the other day said he had an interview for a web
site. Newspapers report some thing or the other

on a website. Everyday there are huge advertisements
on some dot com or the other. WWW - World Wide
Web is the buzz word. The new mantra for everyone.
And where does that leave the Todis, the Kalyanis, the
Kambojhis?

Enter Sangeetham.com. Enter Carnaticmusic.com.
Enter Kutcherybuzz.com. Enter Carnatica.com. The list
is endless and keeps growing. Imagine a company like
Satyam Infoway. The first portal they set up or inaugu-
rated officially was Carnaticmusic.com. A niche area
like carnatic music gets such preferential treatment
from a hi-tech company.

Even in the early days when Internet was just being
mentioned in university circles by techies, a few of
them had already put up a carnatic music Primer, a
Percussion Primer with descriptions of the tala sys-
tem. Rec.Music.Indian.classical was one of the earli-
est newsgroups that appeared on the usenet service.
Still a popular forum for discussion and posting of
events, it was populated by Indian students who pas-
sionately argued about Semmangudi, GNB, Balamurali
and Lalgudi. A few of these persons even set up per-
sonal home pages on carnatic music. These are still
the most accessed sites on the net inspite of the pres-
ence of so many portals. But today the net is expand-
ing rapidly. Try searching for carnatic music on a lead-
ing search engine. You may immediately get a
response of about 15000 matches. Artistes need not
post their bio data anymore. It can be pulled off the
net. Just e-mail the URL. Music sabhas have detailed
programme announcements on the net. If you want to
know when TNS is singing in your city next, just log in
and find out. You can probably even reserve tickets for
the Chennai music festival.

But what can the Internet do for carnatic music. One
site gives space for bathroom singers. Another site
offers to arrange any concert anywhere for any budg-
et. Yet another site brings the canteen atmosphere to
your monitor. But seriously the Internet today is a ver-
itable storehouse of information. No more the ardous
trek to a run down house in Sripuram, in search of a
bookshop, the only place where you can get a copy of
Ranga Ramanuja Iyengar’s Kritimanimaalai! 

Only because you  heard someone sing a rare var-
nam in Kambojhi the previous day on the radio. Just
log into the net. Post a question on a discussion
forum. And you’ll get the details including possibly the
script or notation! And wait! In probably a year or two
the varnam itself will be available for download onto
your machine.

The Academy lobby has now moved to the Internet.
We can still recall some memorable fights we have had
outside the canteen. Santanam’s Karaharapriya was
better than DKJ’s. That’s it. Immediately a tirade would
be launched. Today any such mention in a discussion
forum immediately draws flak from all directions. Every
surfer today can become the Subbudu. He can post
reviews on anyone from Konerirajapuram Vaitha to J.
Vaitha. It is free space. You do not have to say who
you are. Just log in as Syama Sastri and blast the lat-
est HMV release to pieces. The net may offer a bonan-
za for music students. Cyber gurukuls are sprouting.
Learning online is a new trend. You can soon download
the song of your choice, in the paatantaram of your
choice and even sing along like the old music lessons
on radio or the current karaoke method. With broad-
band access music classes will take place live over the
net in a few years. Already databases of ragas, songs
and lyrics have started appearing. The entire body of
printed literature on Carnatic music is in the process of
being digitised. 

The net has brought carnatic music lovers the world
over together. They can listen to music, talk music, buy
music, learn music, and interact with musicians. In
essence they can “virtually” do online almost every-
thing they were doing online. Spaces are crumbling.
Communities are forming. Fan clubs are registering
online. Musicians are moving online. A concert in
Chennai can be heard live in California or even New
Mexico.

But all this cannot replace the charm of live concerts
before an audience. The Pandal kutcheri, the Kovil
kutcheri, the Kalyana kutcheri with the accompanying
noise and cacophony. The Chennai music season. The
intrinsic charm of these events. The atmosphere of
music, the smell of begada. All this can never be repro-
duced digitally! So while the net adds value to the sys-
tem and the system benefits and grows, let carnatic
music evolve and flourish for centuries! ●

The writer is a Carnatic musician based in Chennai.
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